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Summary

This is a thesis in the field of telemedicine and e-health. It is a cross-disciplinary field, making use of elements from information technology, medicine, and social sciences. These sciences have different traditions and are methodologically and theoretically different; therefore, it might be a challenge to choose and prioritise between methods and concepts from these fields of science. The aim with this thesis is not to develop new theories or models, but to be an empirically-based study in the field of telemedicine and e-health.

Background: The number of studies and examples of patients reporting symptoms electronically has increased greatly in recent years. This reporting of symptoms seems to be used in two main settings: to conduct syndromic surveillance to detect outbreaks of infectious diseases or to improve health care service quality through improved communication and interaction between the patient and the health care professional. Electronically available symptom data might also be extracted from the EPR or other sources for these purposes.

Objective: This thesis focuses on electronically available symptom data and its usefulness and feasibility with respect to syndromic surveillance and health care service improvements. Two main research questions are addressed:

1. Whether a new surveillance system is needed for GPs and patients, and if so, what is the most reliable and feasible data source? We consider both data extracted from EPR systems and pre-consultation symptom data reported by the patients themselves.
2. Could patients’ electronic symptom reporting be feasible in health care service delivery, and if so, what impact does such reporting have on outcomes relevant to patients, health professionals, and health care systems?

Methods: Several studies were conducted, involving different methods and materials. Study 1 used individual, semi-structured interviews with five GPs. Study 2, objective 1 involves some data from the individual interviews, in addition to focus group interviews with eight additional GPs. Study 2, objective 2, involves telephone interviews of 1001 Norwegian citizens. Study 3 involves some data from the individual interviews, in addition to focus group interviews with ten additional GPs. Study 4 is based on a survey of a convenience sample of 83 respondents from Tromsø. A literature review based on a search of MedLine is conducted in study 5, and a systematic review of RCTs from several literature databases is conducted in study 6.

Results: GPs and patients would benefit from a new and better surveillance system. A combined surveillance approach, making use of both lab results and patient reported symptoms, would probably produce the best surveillance results of infectious conditions with regard to timeliness and reliability. Patients’ electronic symptom reporting seems to be feasible in health care service delivery, especially within self-management, and partly within consultation support. Electronic symptom reporting does, in general, have a positive impact on outcomes relevant to patients, and to some extent, health professionals and health care systems.
Conclusion: Possible synergies between improving health care service delivery and providing timely syndromic surveillance could be achieved through patients reporting their symptoms electronically before their GP consultations. However, further research should be carried out prior to a large-scale implementation of such a service.
List of Papers


1 Introduction

E-health can be referred to as “an emerging field in the intersection of medical informatics, public health and business, referring to health services and information delivered or enhanced through the Internet and related technologies” [1]. The intent of patient involvement and enhanced communication among health care providers is to increase efficiency, improve quality, empower patients, and encourage new relationships between patients and health professionals towards making shared decisions, as well as educating physicians [1].

Generally, patients have only reported their problems and symptoms to their health care providers orally and during a consultation. However, as traditional patient and provider roles change [2] and patients becomes more and more motivated to use electronic services [3-6], we find an increasing number of examples and trials where patients communicate their symptoms electronically to their health care providers [7-21]. In addition, patients are willing to report symptoms for the purpose of benefitting others [5, 22-24], and symptoms might also be extracted from the electronic patient record (EPR) or other sources for this purpose.

Symptom reporting seems to be used in two main settings:
- On the population/public health monitoring level, where the reported symptoms are used or re-used for syndromic surveillance. The collected, aggregated, and analysed symptom data can then be useful in a patient–provider setting as diagnostic support.
- On the individual level, to improve health care service quality through improved communication and interaction between the patient and the health care professional, so that health issues are resolved more efficiently, with higher quality, and in any way that improves the quality of life (QoL) of the patient.

In this thesis, both settings are explored. First, issues related to the use or re-use of symptoms for syndromic surveillance are investigated. Secondly, the thesis focuses on patients reporting symptoms electronically to improve the quality of health care services. Seven papers are included in the thesis. The first three focus on the syndromic surveillance setting [25-27], the fourth focuses on both settings [28], and the last three focus on the improved health care service setting [17, 29, 30]. The syndromic surveillance studies were published in 2008–2009, and the studies focusing on improved health care service in 2011–2012. Because the syndromic surveillance field has developed a great deal since 2008, more space and time has been necessary to provide “state-of-the-art” and updated references for this part.

The next two sections provide an introduction and background for 1) the syndromic surveillance setting and 2) the improved health care service quality setting. The third section presents the research questions and the corresponding study objectives and papers, while section four explains definitions used in the introduction.

1.1 Usefulness and feasibility for syndromic surveillance

Patients today report symptoms through the Internet for public health surveillance [22-24, 31], or the general physician (GP)/physician reports to the health authorities, or, most commonly, the public
health surveillance systems make use of symptom or similar data already collected for other purposes. Surveillance is recognized as “the single most important public health instrument for identifying public health events of global concern, particularly infectious diseases that are emerging” [32], p. 104. Because infectious diseases cause approximately one-quarter of all deaths worldwide [33], the detection of outbreaks is highly prioritized by the World Health Organization (WHO) [34]. Surveillance is defined by the WHO’s 194 member states through the International Health Regulations as the “...systematic ongoing collection, collation and analysis of data for public health purposes and the timely dissemination of public health information for assessment and public health response as necessary” [35], p. 10. According to this international agreement, countries are required to “notify WHO of events that may constitute a public health emergency of international concern” [35].

Traditionally, reporting in disease surveillance has been based on a linear “bottom-up” process [36], p. 17, where a sick person is examined by his/her physician, followed by laboratory examinations. If the lab results identify any suspicious condition or are recognized as being unusual in trends or numbers and subject to surveillance, these findings are reported to the local health authorities. The local health authorities then inform the national health authorities of the surveillance findings, which in turn notify the WHO, and possibly other international agencies, if the findings are of global concern. The drawback with this conventional reporting process is that it takes a long time and is not efficient for initiating an intervention to reduce or stop an outbreak or attack.

The more real-time extraction and presentation of surveillance data that can be provided, the greater is the value of the systems for early disease detection and monitoring of the spread of an outbreak [37]. Syndromic surveillance, or symptom-based surveillance, refers to monitoring of symptoms or other evidence of a disease that exist at a stage before a confirmed diagnosis [37-39]. Most typically, syndromic surveillance solutions monitor sets of symptoms (fever, respiratory complaints, diarrhoea, etc.) in a geographic region without regard to the confirmed diagnoses [40]. Symptoms or syndromic surveillance systems might thus identify a disease outbreak at a much earlier stage than conventional methods. Syndromic surveillance is also considered to be useful for other health purposes. Examples here are quality improvement, epidemiology, and patient safety [37], in addition to research [37, 41]. It might also contribute to clinical medicine [37] by making clinicians aware of community trends at an early stage [42], thus enabling them to issue the right tests and improve their diagnostic accuracy.

A great deal of resources and money have been spent, especially after 9/11 and the anthrax threats in 2001, to establish new and better surveillance systems [32, 39, 43, 44]. A literature review in 2006 to determine the value of syndromic surveillance systems in identifying disease outbreaks or bioterrorism treats identified 71 articles, but only 13 contained an evaluation of one or more performance indicators [38]. Despite this vague outcome documentation, the use and popularity of syndromic surveillance is growing [32, 45, 46]. A Google search identified almost 675,000 entries for the term “syndromic surveillance”, and a search in Medline (2012.09.18) for “syndromic surveillance.tw” resulted in 378 scientific publications since 2001.

Today, we have a new frontier in syndromic surveillance based on logging the symptoms that patients search for via Internet search engines or though medical websites [47-53]. We also have
other surveillance Internet solutions, not based on symptoms, but on Internet media reports [54]. These Internet solutions demonstrate a promising potential regarding timely detection of outbreaks, and they could clearly reduce costs and increase reporting transparency, both on the national level and in larger regions [47-54]. For example, Google Flu trend surveillance has demonstrated “good to excellent correlation with both the number of positive influenza tests and the number of patients presenting to the ED\(^1\), p. 467 [53]. In addition, the system is able to provide near-real-time surveillance data 1–2 weeks ahead of the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Influenza Sentinel Provider Surveillance Network [47].

**To be useful during consultations, “local data” are required**

Syndromic surveillance data is suggested as useful for clinicians [37], to provide diagnostic aids, by comparing their patient’s symptoms with possible disease outbreaks. However, for the physicians to make use of the surveillance information during a consultation, surveillance data must be presented for the populations where the patients live, work, or travel. This is supported by the quote by Greenlick [55] we referred to in paper 1 [25], stating that “…the probabilities that a physician faces with an individual patient in a given circumstance are specific to the characteristics of the population from which that patient comes. A physician who does not have data on these specific populations does not have all of the relevant knowledge necessary to treat the patient.” Thus, for the syndromic surveillance information to be useful in a consultation or another diagnostic setting, there is a need for systems that extract and present timely information that is representative of local geographic areas. Timely information, in this context, is either real-time information or as close to real time that is necessary to provide a representative disease map that covers the local population.

In addition to being timely, to be useful in a clinical setting, the validity/accuracy of the syndromic surveillance system would depend on the quality of the collected and presented data [56-58]. The actual gold standard for data accuracy is described as “the true state of the patient”, which is an ideal that generally is difficult or impossible to achieve [57]. However, data from a smaller area requires that the methods of detection have very high sensitivity\(^2\), while maintaining an acceptable level of specificity\(^3\), in order to be able to detect an outbreak.

In fact, it is a challenge to detect smaller or more localised outbreaks [38, 43, 45, 46, 59-62]. While some solutions have been demonstrated to be of high sensitivity [46, 62], others have failed [59-61], and some struggle with a considerable burden of false alarms (low specificity) [38].

**Concerns regarding secondary use of data**

There are two actors of special interest regarding the use or re-use of reported symptoms for syndromic surveillance in the Norwegian health care system—the patient and the GP. The patient is the one who experiences the symptoms, and as such, is the only actual real-time source for syndromic surveillance. The GP is normally the first health professional patients seek out when they do not feel well. Therefore, extracting syndromic surveillance information directly from the patient

---

\(^1\) ED = emergency department  
\(^2\) Sensitivity = the proportion of actual positives which are correctly identified as such  
\(^3\) Specificity = the proportion of negatives which are correctly identified
or from the GP, or from one of the systems through which the GP reports patient data (EPR, lab referrals, other referrals), seems to be a promising and natural source.

Therefore, extracting symptom data from existing systems established for other purposes [38, 62-64] is a natural first step to investigate when establishing a new syndromic surveillance system, as information already recorded could be reused. As pointed out in paper 4, “secondary use of clinical data, for instance structured documentation from the electronic patient record (EPR), unstructured narrative text, or laboratory results, is expected to have large potential” [28, 65], at the same time as “the necessary technologies are available to extract and present surveillance data from EPRs, laboratories, and hospitals” [28, 66]. In this setting, it is important to be aware that data entered into the EPR or lab request by health professionals is produced in a totally different context and intended for purposes other than disease or syndromic surveillance. As the use of data for secondary purposes influences data quality, information should be disentangled from the context in which it is produced [67], and transformed into the new surveillance context. “This process is particularly challenging with regard to real time data” [28].

As a second step, it is natural to investigate how feasible it is to extract syndromic surveillance information directly from the patient. Self-reported symptom information from patients and families has been demonstrated at an ED waiting room of a children’s hospital [68]. The patient-reported information was found to be significantly more sensitive in identifying disease categories than the data that was used by the national and regional disease surveillance systems [68]. This supports the assumption that patients reporting symptoms electronically might provide a feasible data source for syndromic surveillance, also locally.

**Research challenges:**
For syndromic surveillance data to be found useful in a consultation or other clinical setting, it must be near real time and have high sensitivity and an acceptable level of specificity. Thus, at present, a main challenge to the utilisation of a future surveillance system is to determine the most feasible data sources providing timely data of proper quality [69, 70], and if possible, data that is produced for the purpose of symptom-based surveillance.

However, before deciding on the most feasible sources for syndromic surveillance, it is important to investigate the actual need for a new syndromic surveillance system, and to provide a deeper understanding of the practices in which the current systems are used [67, 71], both from a GP and a patient perspective.

### 1.2 Usefulness and feasibility for improved health care service quality

Patient-reported symptoms are useful in the syndromic surveillance setting, but not only there. Electronic symptom reporting can be seen as a general tool for effective communication between patients and health professionals, and therefore, it could be an important contributor to the improvement of the quality of the health care service. Electronic symptom reporting could become a tool to promote patient-centred health care [2, 72] and shared decision making [73, 74], at least in countries with high e-readiness [75].
Research indicates that electronic communication supports self-disclosure [76, 77], also in pre-clinical and clinical settings [78-84]. Patients report more symptoms, more serious symptoms, and with greater precision through electronic reporting compared with oral interviews [85, 86]. As these findings indicate, there might be both qualitative and quantitative improvements if the patient reports and rates symptoms in a less stressful situation, compared to symptom reporting and symptom ratings obtained in a traditional medical setting. Therefore, health care service improvements through electronic symptom reporting should be possible to achieve for the patient, the health care professional, and the health care system in general.

**Patients** have difficulty correctly remembering symptom levels past the last few days [87], and older patients do not report most of their symptoms to health professionals [88]. This might be one explanation for why some patients receive inadequate symptom management [89, 90]. Another explanation is that pain and other symptoms are not adequately assessed [89, 90]. Therefore, a standardised method for registering and assessing pain and other symptoms is recommended [89]. Conducting this type of patient-centred care while also providing safe and efficient care supports the use of information technology [91]. These challenges point in the direction of pre-consultation electronic symptom reporting solutions. Ideally, it should be possible to report symptoms shortly after they have appeared, and under circumstances that give patients a chance to convey their problems in a less stressful situation and help them to a clear and concise understanding of their clinical problem. The reported information should then be stored in the electronic patient record.

Indeed, patients are enthusiastic about reporting symptoms electronically pre-consultation [5, 28, 92-94], and they are even positive towards using it to benefit others [5]. They believe it will improve the effectiveness and quality of care [28, 93]. For instance, when 2027 patients had the opportunity to submit symptom information before a consultation, 70% actually did so [95]. In addition, studies demonstrate that information about patient preferences affected clinicians in clinical decision making and improved patient outcomes with regard to self-care4 [96, 97], physical functioning [96], and higher preference achievement [96, 97], where higher preference achievement correlated with greater patient satisfaction [96]. Another study refers to significantly less symptom distress and depression, as well as improved self-efficacy [98]. Reporting symptoms electronically pre-consultation makes patients feel more prepared for the visit, and they also feel that their provider has more accurate information about them [95].

As mentioned in the introduction to paper 6 [30], trials in which patients report symptoms electronically mainly divide the patients into two groups: one group for “complex conditions where it is challenging to cover all relevant issues during one short visit”, as in mental health issues [3, 7, 8], neurological disorders [9], congestive heart failure [10, 11], asthma [12, 13, 99], cancer [14], and pain [15]; and a second group for less severe problems, such as atopic eczema [16], follow-up after surgery [17-19], and general primary care settings [20, 21, 95].

For the health care professional, oral communication with the patient is normally crucial to determine the patient’s main problem or concern. However, this communication can be very challenging, especially when no objective parameters are presented [100]. Likewise, as pointed out in

---

4 Functional performance to maintain life, health, and well-being
paper 7, “studies of interview styles show that physicians elicit only about 50% of the medical information considered important in a consultation” [29, 101]. However, results from written, paper-based pre-consultation reporting have demonstrated that pre-reporting symptoms facilitates communication and can raise physicians’ awareness of their patients’ health issues [102, 103]. Therefore, electronic symptom reporting has the potential to improve both the patient’s perceived quality of consultation and the diagnostic process.

At the health care system level, implementation of computerised technology suggests that more time is made available for direct patient care [104]. Computerised systems that present clinicians with relevant clinical information during the diagnostic process can contribute to a strengthened focus on key variables and implementation of a uniform care process, while at the same time avoiding information overload [105]. In addition, review of symptoms through e-consultations could reduce the number of face-to-face consultations [106]. According to trials within primary care, probably more than one-third of face-to-face consultations can be substituted [20, 21]. In addition, pre-consultation electronic collection of medical information from the patient (or the parents on behalf of a minor) has demonstrated improved documentation [12, 107] and impact on quality [108], and fewer incorrect actions for pain treatment [107].

It also should be possible to reduce the use of resources in the specialist care setting. For example, the number of surgery cancellations could be reduced [109-111] that are due to outdated, inadequate, and even wrong patient information at the time of surgery [112, 113].

Research challenges:
The field of “electronic symptom reporting” is new and unexplored. It is necessary to assemble the knowledge that already exists regarding the possible use, effect, and benefits to improving the quality of health care services from the patient, health professional, and health care system perspectives. This effort includes identifying the patient groups, technologies, health service innovations, and research targets that seem to be feasible and relevant for electronic symptom reporting to improve health care service quality in general.

1.3 Research questions and study objectives
Against the background presented in the previous sections, the purpose of this dissertation is to examine the usefulness and feasibility of electronically available symptom data, both for syndromic surveillance and for health care service improvements. To address the usefulness and feasibility of syndromic surveillance, the focus will be on Norway.

Two main research questions are addressed:
1. Whether a new surveillance system is needed for GPs and patients, and if so, what is the most reliable and feasible data source? We consider both data extracted from EPR systems and (pre-consultation) symptom data reported by the patients themselves.
2. Could patients’ electronic symptom reporting be feasible in health care service delivery, and if so, what impact does such reporting have on outcomes relevant to patients, health professionals, and health care systems?
The main research questions are translated in this thesis to the four concrete research questions presented below. The first usability question [u1] and feasibility question [f1] address aspects of the first main research question, while [f2] and [u2] address aspects of the second main research question.

- How useful do GPs find the current surveillance system, and does there seem to be a need for a new surveillance system in the GP and patient perspective? [u1]
- Which data collection procedures seem to be feasible for syndromic surveillance, and do the data hold the necessary quality? [f1]
- Which patient groups, technologies, health service innovations, and research targets have been suggested as feasible and relevant for electronic symptom reporting to improve health care service quality in general? [f2]
- What possible uses, effects, and benefits of improved health care service quality can be found in a patient, health professional, and health care system perspective? [u2]

The cross-links among the thesis research questions, the study-specific objectives, and the articles responding to the objectives are given in Table 1.

**Table 1** The four research questions with regard to usefulness (u) and feasibility (f), and the corresponding study objectives and papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research questions</th>
<th>Study specific objectives</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How useful do GPs find the current surveillance system, and does there seem to be</td>
<td>Gathering GPs’ experiences using the current system, run by the Norwegian Institute of</td>
<td>“An exploratory study of disease surveillance systems in Norway”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>level user requirements related to future systems.</td>
<td>section in the method chapter.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigating to what degree patients trust their regular GPs to be fully informed about</td>
<td>“Bridging the gap between patients’ expectations and general practitioners’ knowledge through disease surveillance” [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the prevalence of infectious diseases in their neighbourhood, and what GPs actually know.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which data collection procedures seem to be feasible for syndromic surveillance,</td>
<td>Investigating GPs’ use of the EPR system and the effect this has on data content, such as</td>
<td>“Garbage in, garbage out”- extracting disease surveillance data from EPR systems in primary care [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and do the data hold the necessary quality? [f1]</td>
<td>symptoms reported by patients and diagnoses reported by GPs.</td>
<td>And partly, “An exploratory study of disease surveillance systems in Norway” [25]. (Please see the overlap section in the method chapter.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analysing whether and how health information and symptoms of satisfactory quality can be</td>
<td>“Garbage in, garbage out”-extracting disease surveillance data from EPR systems in primary care [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>extracted, in a GP and EPR setting, to identify alternative options for extraction of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>surveillance data.</td>
<td>“Bridging the gap between patients’ expectations and general practitioners’ knowledge through disease surveillance” [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigating how and from whom GPs are informed about the prevalence of infectious</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>diseases in their neighbourhood.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigating Northern Norwegian citizens’ attitudes towards providing symptom</td>
<td>“An exploratory study of patient attitudes towards symptom reporting in a primary care setting.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>information electronically before a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
consultation, as well as how they prefer to carry out the reporting and attitudes towards the storage, use, and presentation of symptom data in general, and in a symptom-based surveillance setting in particular.

Benefits for medical consultation and syndromic surveillance?" [28]

Which patient groups, technologies, health service innovations, and research targets have been suggested as feasible and relevant for electronic symptom reporting to improve health care service quality in general? [f2]

Establishing an overview of the clinical settings and technologies for which symptom reporting tools that have been examined in previous scientific studies (based on review of abstracts) might be useful

“Electronic symptom reporting by patients: a literature review” [17]

Clarifying what has been investigated in RCTs so far regarding different patient groups, health service innovations, and research targets relevant for electronic symptom reporting to improve health care service quality (systematic review)


What possible use, effect, and benefits of improved health care service quality can be found in a patient, health professional, and health care system perspective? [u2]

Assessing the methodological quality of the RCTs identified in the first part of the review. Summarizing the effects and benefits of electronic symptom reporting from data published in the methodologically best RCT articles. Benefits are presented with regards to patients, health care professionals, and health care systems.

“Electronic symptom reporting between patient and provider for improved health care service quality: a systematic review of RCTs. Part 2: Methodological quality and effects” [29]

1.4 Definitions

With electronic symptom reporting, we refer to text-based symptoms reported through off-line or on-line systems, on computers, or on mobile phones with Internet access, WAP, or SMS. Symptoms reported through electronic communication that require the patient and health care personnel to be present simultaneously, like video conferencing, instant messaging, or chat, are not included in our definition. Electronically available symptom data is thus defined as “Text-based symptom data that is stored on an electronic unit, either temporarily or for a longer time”.

Usefulness related to positive effects on health care refers to the evaluation of and to what extent an intervention or a system is found to be useful for the patient, the health professional, or the health care system. The determination of usefulness belongs to both the health care professionals and the patients [114]. Usefulness refers to what might actually be proven useful with regard to improved clinical outcomes and efficiency. It also refers to the patients’ and health care professionals’ personal experiences and preferences regarding what they consider useful, and why.

A health professional is a person “who has completed a course of study in a field of health, such as a registered nurse, physical therapist, or physician. The person is usually licensed by a government agency or certified by a professional organization”\textsuperscript{5}. A health service is “services for the diagnosis and treatment of disease and the maintenance of health”\textsuperscript{6}.

\textsuperscript{6}MeSH definition through http://ovidsp.uk.ovid.com/sp-3.5.1a/ovidweb.cgi September, 2012
Health care system is used for “delivery of health care”, the “concept concerned with all aspects of providing and distributing health services to a patient population”\(^7\). Health care quality or quality of care refers to “the levels of excellence which characterize the health service or health care provided based on accepted standards of quality”\(^8\). The Committee on Quality Health Care in America, Institute of Medicine (IOM) concludes, in their strategy “to improve the American health care delivery system as a whole, in all its quality dimensions” (p. 2), that care must be delivered by systems that are designed to be “Safe, Effective in terms of health benefits (Mortality, Morbidity and Quality of Life), Patient-centered, Timely, Efficient and Equitable” [115]. This quality concept inspired the Norwegian health ministry to develop a similar strategy\(^9\).

The terms contagious, communicable, and infectious disease are used synonymously, referring to “a disease whose causative agents may pass or be carried from one person to another directly or indirectly. Modes of transmission include (1) direct contact with body excreta or discharges from an ulcer, open sore, or respiratory tract; (2) indirect contact with inanimate objects such as drinking glasses, toys, or bedclothing; and (3) vectors such as flies, mosquitoes, or other insects capable of spreading the disease.”\(^10\) While the term “contagious disease” originally referred to only points 1 and 2\(^11\), and such represented a subset of communicable or infectious diseases, the term is often used in a broader way today to mean any communicable or infectious disease\(^12\).

\(^7\) MeSH definition through http://ovidsp.uk.ovid.com/sp-3.5.1a/ovidweb.cgi September, 2012
\(^8\) MeSH definition through OVID September, 2012
2 Methods and Materials

An overview of the methods and main materials used, and when the studies were conducted, is presented in Table 2. The presentation in the table and the following sub-chapters are ordered according to papers; where the two last papers belong to the same study. The analysis part is not included in the table.

The next sections briefly present the interpretative study approach used in studies 1, 3, and (partly) 2, followed by how the data collection, through individual and focus group interviews, was conducted in general. Some overlap in subject, methods, and reporting is reported in a separate section; where Figure 1 illustrates the relation between study and data collection on one side and papers on the other side.

The main focus of this chapter, however, is to present briefly each study included in this thesis. The study presentations start with the objectives as they are presented in Table 1, as objectives and methods and materials are closely linked. The methods and materials presentation starts with an argumentation for choice of method, followed by sample, data collection, and analyses and ethical considerations. The methodological strengths and limitations are addressed in the discussion section (Chapter 4). The presentation tries not to repeat too much of the text already presented in the papers, but obviously, there will be some overlap. In addition, method and material issues not addressed previously, due to lack of space in the individual papers, will be presented.

Table 2 Overview of the methods and main materials used in each paper, and when the study was conducted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Paper (P)</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Material in “Number of”</th>
<th>Year conducted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Paper (P)</td>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Material in “Number of”</td>
<td>Year conducted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M: Systematic review to assess the methodological quality of the RCTs and summarize the effects and benefits of the methodologically best studies</td>
<td>32 articles representing 29 studies</td>
<td>2011–2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* M = Main method; describes the primary data collection method in use.
* S = Secondary method; describes the other data collection methods in use.
* Please see the “Overlap” section and figure 1 under methods
* Some data from the interviews which mainly collected data for paper 1 [25]
* Which also collected data for paper 3 [27].
* Some data from the same interviews which collected data for paper 1 [25] and paper 2 [26].
* Other data from these interviews is used in paper 2 [26]. Two interview with group 1 and three with group 2.
* Four in depth and six only through one common meeting

**An interpretative study approach**

Studies 1 and 3, as well as one part of study 2, make use of an interpretative study approach. Interviews were used as the primary data collection method in studies 1 and 3 and one of the two parts of study 2. Interviews are considered to provide outside observers with the best access to the users’ interpretation of their own situation [116]. Interpretive research intends to produce deep insight by focusing on human actions and interpretations regarding development and use of computer-based information systems [116, 117]. In interpretive research, knowledge is gained “through social constructions such a language, consciousness, shared meanings, documents, tools, and other artifacts” [117] p. 69, and all available data sources are taken into consideration during the interpretation process [117].

The data analysis is based on a hermeneutics approach, in which one attempts to provide an understanding of the “complex whole” through preconceptions about “parts and their interrelationships” [117] p. 71. As an interviewer, it is important to be open to the field data and to be “willing to modify initial assumptions and theories” [116] p. 76, as well as to confront “preconceptions (prejudices) which guided the original research design (i.e., the original lenses) with the data that emerge through the research process” [117] p. 76. In reality, the data collection and analysis was an iterative process with “initial theories being expanded, revised, or abandoned altogether” [116] p. 76. As an interviewer, this meant that one often had to present one’s interpretation to the respondents, to check if you as the interviewer had interpreted their statements correctly. New and improved understanding in one stage was used as a starting point for the next stage in collecting and analysing the data [117]. For example, the assumption that all GPs reported all their patients’ symptoms by use of the International Classification for Primary Care (ICPC) code system [118], was the reason the ICPC codes were initially suggested as the primary data
source for syndromic surveillance. This assumption had to be modified, and it went through several stages.

**Data collection through individual and focus group interviews**

As the individual and focus group interviews were both more or less conducted following the same principles, they are presented together. Two researchers participated in all the interviews; one was the PhD candidate. All interviews were recorded, except one of the individual interviews. Recording is recommended for interviews in general [119], and especially because it is “vital in an interpretive study to ‘capture’ people’s interpretations” in an effective way [116] p. 78. Recommendations were followed regarding taking notes during all the interviews and writing a summary of the interviews immediately after they took place [119]. These summaries were anonymised and forwarded to the research group working with syndromic surveillance. In the focus group interviews, the researcher decided which questions to focus on, and it was the interaction among the participants that produced the research data. During these group discussions, individuals shifted opinions due to the influence of other comments or their opinions persisted. In the focus group interview, the second researcher had a special responsibility to observe whether some of the respondents dominated the debate, as well as to take notes. The recorded interviews were transcribed by a third person. However, the “representation of audible and visible data into written form is an interpretive process which involves making judgments” and therefore, is an important step in analysing the data [119] p. 130. Therefore, the PhD candidate checked the transcriptions by listening to the interviews while following the text, and strengthened it by adding missing text and adding information regarding context and body language (non-verbal dimensions of the interaction), as suggested by Bailey [119]. All verbal interactions such as laughs and interruptions were also included, even though it could clutter the text, because this information was useful to remember the situation and interpret the interview.

When transcribing the interviews, the respondents were identified by one letter. The legend identifying the actual respondents by letter was saved in a separate, secure place. This made it possible to contact two respondents by telephone to clear up statements that could be interpreted in different ways.

**Overlap in topics, data sources, method, and reporting**

Papers 1, 2, and 3 address some overlapping topics, and to some extent, use data from the same interviews (Figure 1). This data is mainly used to address different research questions.

Most of the results from the individual interviews (study 1) are presented in paper 1 [25], while some other results are presented in paper 2 [26], and some in paper 3 [27]. In addition, the results from these individual interviews were used as a basis for the focus group discussions in studies 2 and 3. All three studies also made use of informal discussions, which were partly overlapping, and both studies 1 and 3 included reviews of electronic and paper-based documents.

Unfortunately, there were also some overlaps in the reporting of the results. In paper 2, when investigating whether some results from the individual interviews were confirmed through the focus groups, every result from the individual interviews published in paper 1 and reported in paper 2 refers to the first/original publication. However, results based on the document reviews (that the
MSIS reports are published every second week), and information based on the informal discussions (that the MDPD informed the GPs about serious cases in the municipality) are reported in both papers 1 and 2. Paper 2 should have referred to paper 1, but the reference was omitted by mistake.

In paper 3, a general reference to paper 1 is included, saying that “Some results from these interviews [the individual interviews] have been previously reported [18]”, [27] p. 527. This was done due to space limitations, but it is not a very good way to make a reference. Every result presented in paper 1 should have been referred to when presented in paper 3. It is the results presented under the paragraph “Attitudes towards the ICPC codes” in paper 1 [25] that are reported also in paper 3 [27], and then mainly in the paragraph “The ICPC-code System” in paper 3. The same quote is even presented without making a reference. The result reported in paper 3, however, is based on both the individual interviews and the focus group interviews.

There is an overlap in topic and method for the review papers (papers 5, 6, and 7) as well. The search terms used in the systematic review (papers 6 and 7) were a further development of the search terms developed for the literature review (paper 5). However, the literature review provides a simple overview in numbers of technologies and patient groups, without any limitation regarding study methodology, while the systematic review provides a thorough investigation of RCTs with regard to patient groups, health service innovations, and research targets. As the study objectives are so different, this overlap should not cause any double reporting of results, even though some of the RCTs are represented in both studies.

**Figure 1** The relation between study and data collection on one side, and papers P1–P7 on the other side. The dotted line illustrates that results from the individual interviews were used as input for the focus group interviews, and that search terms and results from the literature review were used as input for the systematic review searches. Two boxes represent the focus groups interviews—one for the first interview with each group and one for the last. There was a total of nine GPs represented in the first interview with the two groups, and a total of 11 GPs in the last interviews; however, one person overlapped with the individual GPs, resulting in eight and ten new GPs, respectively.
In addition to the overlaps in the papers included in the thesis, there is an overlap between paper 4 [28], and a paper sent to the 13th World Congress on Medical Informatics (MedInfo), held in South Africa in September 2010 [120]. The reason for this overlap is that 18 conference papers, out of 603 submitted (see Appendix A), were invited to be extended and submitted as full papers in one of two different journals. Twelve papers were reviewed for publication in Methods of Information in Medicine, where my paper was one of five that were accepted [121].

2.1 Study 1: An Exploratory Study of Disease Surveillance Systems in Norway [25]

Objectives: 1. To gather GPs’ experiences using the current system for contagious disease surveillance in Norway, which is run by the Norwegian Institute of Public Health (NIPH). 2. To gather GPs’ high-level user requirements for future systems.

Comments on paper 1 [25]: The objectives in paper 1 were vaguely formulated in the introduction. The last objective was presented somewhat more clearly in the paper’s method chapter. The first objective/research question is also missing from the paper’s abstract. Therefore, the objective presented above and in the introduction of this thesis (Table 1) is based on both the formulation in the paper’s introduction and the method chapter and the actual results presented.

The methodology part is not well described in the paper with regard to choice of methodology, data collection, and how the data analysis was conducted. Therefore, the methodological issues mainly relevant to this paper are now described below, while the general issues relevant to several papers have been described earlier in this chapter. In addition, neither the methodological strengths nor limitations were addressed in the paper. These issues are now addressed in the discussion section of the thesis (Chapter 4).

Choice of methodology:
To gather “human experience”, and to try to understand “the world from the subjects’ points of view”, individual, semi-structured interviews were used [122]. In addition, electronic and paper-based documents were reviewed, and informal discussions were held with technical and medical staff.

Sample: Individual, semi-structured interviews were conducted with five strategically recruited GPs from different practices, four from the city of Tromsø and one from a rural area. The participants were two women and three men of different ages (one very young, one nearly retired), and with varying knowledge about disease surveillance. The GP responsible for the prevention of contagious diseases and for informing other GPs in the municipality about potentially serious outbreaks (named MDPD in the paper) was one of these five GPs.

13 “to gather information about the diagnosis-based contagious disease surveillance system in Norway and to gather information that might be useful in designing a new system”
14 “two main topics were addressed: the existing system and the GPs’ views on how they wanted future systems to function”
The review of electronic and paper-based documents included reviewing the NIPH homepages regarding how the Norwegian Surveillance System for Communicable Diseases (MSIS) was intended to work and how the GPs could use the existing national system to detect possible outbreaks of infectious diseases. In addition, literature on how the ICPC codes were intended to be used during a consultation were investigated [118]. Informal discussions were conducted with medical and technical staff, including the MDPD and colleagues with former practice in primary care, system development, and security. The discussion with the MDPD was regarding how the GPs should be informed about local outbreaks of infectious diseases, and how and to whom they should report infectious diseases if identified.

**Data collection and analysis:** An interview guide was developed to achieve a more focused exploration of a specific topic [123]. The interview focused on the following five main questions: 1) How did they, as GPs, get information about infectious diseases, both locally and nationally? 2) How did their GP office report infectious diseases to national health authorities (NIPH)? 3) How did they use the existing national system to detect possible outbreaks of infectious diseases? 4) How did they practice the use of ICPC codes during a consultation to record the patient’s symptoms and possible diagnosis in the EPR? 5) The last part focused on whether a new syndromic surveillance system could be established to present local outbreaks as well, and how it should be designed to be useful for them, especially in a consultation setting. In addition, the GPs also provided feedback to a possible user interface for receiving syndromic surveillance reports and alarms through computers or mobile phones, presented by a master student.

The interviewer (PhD candidate) posed the questions (except those regarding the user interfaces) and critically followed up on the answers from the interviewees [122]. The questions were open-ended to encourage the subjects to expand on their own experiences [124]. The interviews lasted 1.5–2 hours. The interpretative study approach and general principles used when conducting, documenting, and analysing all these data sources together were presented earlier in this chapter.

Through the course of the content analysis, the data were broken down and sorted, first according to the five main interview questions, and then according to sub-themes that emerged within these questions (relevant subjects that all GPs had commented on). These main questions were later categorised according to the subheadings presented in the results part of the paper. To conduct the content analysis, it was necessary to go through the transcribed text, the recorded interviews, and the notes several times for each interview, in order to identify all relevant issues, as some of the sub-themes first emerged after some time. When writing down the results of this content analysis, each GP was represented by a specific colour to separate them and make it readily apparent if data were missing for one of the GPs.

**Ethical considerations:**
Ethics permission from the Regional Medical Ethics Committee was not required, as the interview respondents were not patients in the interview setting, and no questions about their personal health were asked. Approval from the local representative of the Norwegian Data Protection Agency (Personvernombudet for forskning ved UNN) was provided. Informed consent was obtained to protect individual autonomy and rights [125]. The municipal disease preventing doctor (MDPD), the GP responsible for the prevention of contagious diseases in the municipality, approved the quotes that are used in the paper.
2.2 Study 2: Bridging the Gap between Patients' Expectations and General Practitioners' Knowledge through Disease Surveillance [26]

Objectives: 1. To investigate to what degree patients trust their regular GPs to be fully informed about the prevalence of infectious diseases in their neighbourhood, and what GPs actually know.
2. To investigate how and from whom GPs are informed about the prevalence of infectious diseases in their neighbourhood.

Comments on paper 2 [26]: The methodology part is not well described in the paper with regard to choice of methodology, data collection, and how the data analysis was conducted. This was partially due to the lack of space in a conference paper. In addition, the rationale for applying t-test and regression analysis were not included in the methodology section, nor were methodological strengths and limitations addressed.

Therefore, these methodological issues, relevant to this paper, are now described below, while the general issues relevant to several papers were described earlier in this chapter. The methodological strengths and limitations are addressed in the discussion section of the thesis (Chapter 4).

Choice of methodology: To respond to the first objective regarding trust, it was necessary to question a larger sample of possible patients, preferably in a standardised way. This requirement resulted in the choice of conducting a survey [126].

To respond to the second objective, regarding how and from whom the GPs are informed about the prevalence of infectious diseases, results from study 1 (published in paper 1, referred to in paper 2) relevant to this objective were discussed in focus groups in order to promote a broader discussion, and to learn what the GPs would agree and disagree on [127]. In other words, to explore the area in depth and cover all aspects of the subject [128]. In addition, informal discussions were used.

Sample: The survey included 888 Norwegian citizens. The interviews included 13 GPs—five individual interviews (the same interviews presented in study 1) plus eight GPs in the two focus groups (first interview with the focus groups; other results from this focus group interviews belong to study 3). The informal discussion included colleagues (former GPs) now working with e-health and a former colleague now working as a GP.

Data collection and analysis: The results from the individual interviews, which were discussed in the focus groups, corresponded to the first three questions presented in study 1. One result (from interviewing the five GPs in study 1) that needed special attention was the indication that the GPs’ primary source of information regarding infectious diseases was “colleagues from their own practice” [25] p. 369. This “colleague” had to obtain this information from somewhere, which was the reason to investigate “how and from whom” further. Some new data (not published before) was also extracted from the interviews with the five GPs in study 1. This result was also discussed and confirmed in the focus groups (two last sentences p. 425 [26]).

For a complete description of the data collection through individual and focus group interviews, see the data collection section presented earlier in this chapter, as well as the presentation of study 1 in
this thesis. The interpretative study approach was used when analysing the data sources relevant to the second objective. The content analyses were conducted as described under studies 1 and 3.

Survey data collection was conducted as part of a larger study designed by others [129]. The survey data were collected through computer-assisted telephone interviews (CATI) [26], including both landline telephones and mobile phone numbers [129]. My question, aimed only at Norwegian respondents, was included in the 2007 part of the e-health consumer trends survey conducted in seven countries [129]. In Norway, 100 respondents piloted the questionnaire [129]. Stratified sampling was used to strengthen the representativeness [126]. According to theory for stratified sampling, the population is classified into strata, for example, based on age and gender, and then a sub-sample is randomly extracted from each stratum [126]. The telephone interview survey used proportional stratification to ensure that the size of the sub-sample was proportional to the stratum size in the population [126]. Six groups were constructed, based on census data, for age and gender specific to each country. For randomisation, random digit dialling within strata was conducted [130]. Kummervold (2008) [129] and Santana (2010) [130] described the EU study method and material in more detail.

A professional polling agency collected the data [129], asking the respondents “To what degree do you trust your regular doctor to be fully informed about the prevalence of infectious diseases in your neighbourhood?” [26]

SPSS 15.0 was used for the statistical data analysis [26]. The main parts of the descriptive statistics within this dissertation have been interpreted by the PhD candidate, while the analytic statistics/statistical tests were conducted by one of the co-authors. A “t-test for two independent samples” to test whether the difference between two means was significant or not [131], p. 192 and 194, was conducted. The mean of men’s and women’s trust, and the mean trust of respondents from villages and rural areas, were compared with the mean trust of respondents from urban areas. In addition, a linear regression analysis was originally conducted [26]. After the paper was published, more experienced statisticians concluded that for this study, an extension of the logistic regression, a proportional/cumulative odds model [132], was the most correct way to carry out the analysis. This model uses the information in the ordinal response data, without losing information by collapsing some categories of the original scale, by presenting it as binary data [132]. Therefore, a proportional odds model analysis of these data was conducted as part of finalising this thesis (see Appendix B). The statistical program R, version 2.13.2, was used for this analysis. The results from the proportional odds model analysis are consistent with those from the linear regression, with only minor differences.

**Ethical considerations:** The national ethics committee had no objections to the survey study [129]. Regarding the interviews, see comments under study 1 [25].
2.3 Study 3: “Garbage In, Garbage Out” – Extracting Disease Surveillance Data from EPR Systems in Primary Care [27]

Objectives: 1. To investigate the GPs’ use of the EPR system and the effect this has on data content, such as symptoms reported by patients and diagnoses reported by GPs.
2. Analyse whether and how health information and symptoms of satisfactory quality can be extracted, in GP and EPR settings, to identify alternative options for extracting surveillance data.

Comments on paper 3 [27]: The objective is not described very well in the paper’s introduction (“how to extract data from the EPR that can be applied to disease surveillance”), and it is not easy to find (it is not in the last sentences of the introduction, but in the second-to-last section). The clarified objectives, as described above and in the introduction to this thesis, are based on the objectives presented in the paper’s abstract. In addition, the abstract does not report findings or conclusions relevant to the results; it mainly focuses on contributions to the CSCW field. The paper also does not include a conclusion summing up the results, and it lacks a discussion of methodological strengths and limitations. The methodological strengths and limitations are now addresses in the discussion section of the thesis (Chapter 4).

There is also a mistake in the paper. In referring to around 200 ICPC codes in the Norwegian version, I misunderstood the source reference to more than 200 codes mainly used to classify reasons for encounter. In total, the Norwegian system included 698 symptoms and diagnoses in 2004, in addition to 42 process codes [133].

Choice of methodology: It was necessary to use methods that could contribute to a better understanding of the organisational culture, “explore ‘taken for granted’ practices within healthcare” (p. 34), and sort out whether some specific ideas sounded feasible or not [134]. We needed to achieve an in-depth understanding of people’s (GPs’) behaviour and the reasons they had for such behaviour [123], how the context affects outcomes [127, 128], and “how” and “why” the GP used the EPR as they did [135]. As pointed out in paper 3 [27], it is critical to understand how systems actually are used, not only how systems are designed and intended to be used, as “plans and situated action” may differ [136].

Hermeneutic interviewing was used as the primary method of data collection. This method represents “the philosophy of understanding and the science of interpretation” [137] p. 39, which means that “the hermeneutic interview seeks understanding through interpretation” [137] p. 40.

In addition, results from the individual, semi-structured interviews (in study 1) relevant to these objectives were taken into account and discussed in focus groups to promote a broader discussion [127]. Some new results (not published before) were also extracted from the individual interviews with the five GPs, and discussed and confirmed in the focus groups. Data were also collected through informal discussions and review of electronic and paper-based documents.

Sample: In total, 15 GPs were interviewed, five through individual interviews (the same interview presented in [25]) plus ten other GPs represented through two focus groups. Each focus group included all physicians in their practice and was selected to ensure that they had at least one person who was or had been involved in disease management on the municipality level. Two interviews
were conducted with group 1; group 2 could not reserve as much time to each interview, so it was necessary to conduct three interviews with them.

The questions were also discussed in depth through more informal discussions in meetings with four physicians and technical staff. There were five meetings with the syndromic surveillance project group at the Norwegian Centre for Integrated Care and Telemedicine (NST), including technologists and two former GPs, and one meeting with this project’s specialist advisory group, including two physicians who were not represented in any other forum (a total of four physicians participated, but two overlapped with the focus groups, see Table 1 in paper 1). In addition, these issues were discussed, but not in depth, in a common meeting where all GPs in Tromsø were invited, including six new physicians. A total of ten participated, but four were also represented through the focus groups.

There were also other informal discussions with medical and technical persons to learn more about the field and the GPs’ work practices (how and why). These discussions included medical and technical personnel in the microbiology department, involved in discussions conducted at a site visit. Further, informal discussions were conducted with the product leader and system developers working with the EPR system Profdoc, personnel involved in developing the Norwegian version of the ICPC code system [118, 133], and product leaders and system developers from Well Diagnostic (now DIPS), working with the system that makes it possible for GPs to order laboratory services from the local hospital. The electronic and paper-based document study included documents and web-based information describing the ICPC code system and the EPR system from Profdoc, used by all the interviewed GPs.

**Data collection and analysis:**
As suggested by Halkier (2005), results from the individual interviews were used to prepare an interview guide for the focus group interviews [127]. In addition to the GPs’ practices regarding use of the ICPC code system, the GPs were engaged in discussing their use of the free-text field in the EPR system, as well as their use of records related to samples that were submitted to the microbiology laboratory. These issues had come up in the individual interviews. The GPs were also encouraged to suggest other possible data sources.

For a complete description of the data collection through the individual and focus group interviews, see the data collection section presented early in this chapter, in addition to the presentations of study 1 in this thesis, and the presentation in papers 2 and 3.

As pointed out by Pope et al., the “analytical process begins during data collection as the data already gathered are analyzed and shape the ongoing data collection” [138] p. 114. During the data analyses, all available data sources were taken into consideration during the interpretation process [117]. The interpretative study approach was used when analysing all these data sources together.

In addition, the transcribed text, the recorded interviews, and notes were explored using content analysis [138]. Content analysis refers here to exploring data through breaking it down into relevant categories and explanations [138], and/or subheadings, for examples within each question [124]. Through the content analysis, data were broken down and sorted according to the three main interview subjects, and then according to the sub-subjects that emerged within these questions. To
conduct the content analysis, it was necessary to go through the transcribed text, the recorded interviews, and the notes several times for each interview to identify all the relevant issues. When writing down the result from this analysis, the GPs were represented with specific letters to separate their statements and quotes.

**Ethical considerations:** As presented for study 1 [25].

### 2.4 Study 4: An Exploratory Study of Patient Attitudes towards Symptom Reporting in a Primary Care Setting. Benefits for Medical Consultation and Syndromic Surveillance? [28]

**Objectives:** To investigate Northern Norwegian citizens’ attitudes towards providing symptom information electronically before a consultation and how they prefer to carry out the reporting, as well as attitudes towards the storage, use, and presentation of symptom data in general, and in a symptom-based surveillance setting in particular.

**Choice of methodology:** To reply to this objective, as in study 2, it was preferable to question a larger sample of people, and preferably in a standardised way. This resulted in conducting a survey [126], based on questionnaires distributed and collected through convenience sampling.

**Sample:** The sample consisted of 83 respondents from public locations in Tromsø.

**Data collection and analysis:** Data were collected during March 2009 by handing questionnaires originally containing 13 questions to the public. (Question 13 was subsequently taken out of the published survey, as it is not used in the paper [28].) Information about the types of locations and distribution of the questionnaires can be found in the paper [28]. This survey used mainly closed-ended questions, but also some open-ended ones. A master student designed the final questionnaire, mainly based on the PhD candidate’s suggestions. The data collection was conducted by the master student, with some support from the PhD candidate. Because attitudes towards the use of technology for health purposes could vary based on gender, age, and education [75], the convenience sampling tried to ensure a sample with a representative distribution of those demographic variables. SPSS 16.0 was used for the statistical data analysis of the survey data collected through the questionnaires. To learn more about the relationship between the dependent variable “attitude towards providing symptom information electronically before a consultation” and one or more independent/predictor variable(s), a forward stepwise and binominal (multiple) logistic regression analysis [131] (cf. explanations p. 341) was conducted by one of the co-authors. In addition, content analysis of the free-text responses in the questionnaire was conducted to identify the dominant themes.

**Ethical considerations:** As for study 1, permission from the Regional Medical Ethics Committee was not required, as the respondents were not patients in the interview/survey setting, and we did not ask any questions about their personal health/illness. Written informed consent was not used; however, possible respondents were informed about the study objective, and they consented indirectly when they agreed to participate. The survey did not include personal identifiable information.
2.5 Study 5: Electronic Symptom Reporting by Patients: a Literature Review [17]

Objective: To establish an overview of the clinical settings and technologies for which symptom reporting tools might be useful that have previously been examined in scientific studies.

Choice of methodology: To establish the necessary overview within the strict time limits and resource and publication constraints, a literature review was conducted based on abstracts only. This literature review was conducted in accordance with the definition of UC Berkeley’s Library Web, University of California [139]. They state that a literature review shall survey and summarise multiple primary research studies on a particular topic and represent secondary literature providing an overview of the research topic [139].

Sample: The Medline database was searched for English-language articles published from 1990 to 1 September 2010, within human medicine. The search included 115 search terms. The inclusion criterion was original studies of interventions where patients or parents reported health information electronically to health personnel or a system for health care purposes and were given feedback.

Data collection and analysis: All abstracts were independently reviewed and rated as relevant or not by the PhD candidate and the second author. Disagreements were resolved by consensus discussions. The reference to each included abstract was recorded in one Excel spread sheet, according to the study’s clinical condition and use of technology. The clinical condition was first recorded according to the reported diagnosis or disease that was the focus of the study, and then classified/grouped according to the diagnosis categories of the International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC) [133], in addition to cancer and an unspecified category. This final clinical condition classification was conducted by the MD involved in the study. The technology was first recorded according to the technology specified in the abstract (text string), then categorised as defined in Table 1 in the paper [17]. A second spread sheet was used for recording reference, year of publication, country of first author, and number of patients and health care providers involved. The technology categorisation was conducted by the PhD candidate and the second author, both of whom have a technology background. Abstracts difficult to categorise were subject to consensus discussions.

Ethical considerations: None.

2.6 Study 6: Electronic Symptom Reporting Between Patient and Provider for Improved Health Care Service Quality: A Systematic Review of Randomized Controlled Trials [29, 30]

Objectives: 1. To clarify what has been investigated in RCTs thus far with regard to different patient groups, health service innovations, and research targets relevant for electronic symptom reporting to improve health care service quality. 2. To assess the methodological quality of the RCTs identified in the first part of the review. 3. To summarise the effects and benefits of electronic symptom reporting
from data published in the methodologically best RCT articles. Benefits are presented with regard to patients, health care professionals, and health care systems.

**Choice of methodology:** To create a comprehensive overview of what was investigated in RCTs thus far, a systematic review was considered necessary. The systematic review was conducted in accordance with the definition in Cochrane Handbook, 2011 [140], chapter 1.2.2, where the key characteristics are defined as: “a clearly stated set of objectives with pre-defined eligibility criteria for studies; an explicit, reproducible methodology; a systematic search that attempts to identify all studies that would meet the eligibility criteria; an assessment of the validity of the findings of the included studies, for example through the assessment of risk of bias; and a systematic presentation, and synthesis, of the characteristics and findings of the included studies.”

The systematic review generally followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guideline, which has adopted the definitions used by the Cochrane Collaboration [141]. The systematic review resulted in two papers [29, 30].

**Sample:** The Medline, EMBASE, PsycINFO, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and IEEE Xplore databases were searched for original RCT studies presented in English and published from 1990 to November 2011. The IEEE Xplore search mainly searched for RCTs, while the other searches included around 130 search terms. Included were interventions in which patients or parents reported health information electronically to the health care system for health care purposes and were given feedback.

**Data collection and analysis:** Abstract and full-text review was conducted independently by EH and the PhD candidate. Decisions regarding which variables to extract were guided by the Cochrane data collection checklist (Table 7.3.a in the Cochrane Handbook) [140]. In addition, study-specific variables were included. A full presentation of all the 84 variables can be found on the website of the Norwegian Centre for Integrated Care and Telemedicine [142], while a short version of the variables/items is presented in Table 3. For the full-text review of the 70 articles, the source and inclusion and exclusion variables were extracted. For the included articles, all 84 variables were extracted.

Risks of bias (based on Cochrane recommendation) were evaluated independently by MAJ, GB, and TS. MAJ and GB also extracted the effect data independently. Disagreement regarding inclusion, bias assessment, extraction, and interpretation of effects were resolved by consensus discussions. Content analysis was used to break data into relevant health service innovation categories [138]. During this analysis, it was sometimes necessary to go back and read larger parts of the text over again in order to identify and note possible categories and then compare and contrast this with the other studies [143].
**Table 3** Short versions of the 84 extracted variables/items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Source:</strong></th>
<th>Paper ID, Paper source (database), Reporters ID (MAJ or EH), Main author, Publication year, Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inclusion criteria:</strong></td>
<td>Randomized, Original study, Patients or parents, Reporting symptoms, Electronically, Provided with feedback, Present or last few days symptoms, Comparison of symptom reporting vs. no symptom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exclusion criteria:</strong></td>
<td>Only retrospective questionnaire, Prevalence surveys, Screening, or Test of medicines; Communication requiring patient and health care provider present at same time; Only automatic biometric/signs measurements; Other reason for exclusion; (Finally: Included or excluded). Other reasons to look into this paper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods and risk of bias:</strong></td>
<td>Design (Parallel, Cross-over, Cluster, Factorial, Other, Unclear), Number of arms, If multi-arm, which intervention groups are relevant, Intervention duration for each patient, What is the study about, Research question, Appropriate question, Theoretical evidence, Preclinical testing, Described design limitations, Random sequence generation + Judgement, Allocation concealment + Judgement, Blinding of participants and personnel + Judgement, Blinding of outcome assessment + Judgement, Incomplete outcome data in short-term + Judgement, Incomplete outcome data in longer-term + Judgement, Selective reporting + Judgement, Other sources of bias + Judgement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants:</strong></td>
<td>Total number, Diagnostic criteria, Age ranges, Mean age, Recruited from, Females-total/intervention/control group, Number in intervention/control group, Start and stop of study, Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interventions:</strong></td>
<td>Name, Details, Communication conducted inside or outside health care institution, Setting for Communication, Communication technology, Comparison group description, Feasible in a real-life setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcomes/Results:</strong></td>
<td>Outcome measures, Clinical outcome, Avoided consultation, Improved consultation/health care service for patient/-for doctor/-for other health care personnel, Resource utilization for patient/- for doctor/- for other health care personnel, Patient satisfaction, Doctor satisfaction, Other health care personnel’s satisfaction, Other benefits reported, Other possible relevant results, Unintended adverse effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous:</strong></td>
<td>Funding source, Authors’ conclusions, Authors’ comments, Relevant references, Reviewers’ comments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ethical considerations:** None
3 Results

This chapter presents the overall results related to each of the four research questions (italics).

How useful do GPs find the current surveillance system, and does there seem to be a need for a new surveillance system in the GP and patient perspective? [u1]

The GPs did not find the system run by the Norwegian Institute of Public Health (NIPH) for contagious disease surveillance in Norway to be very useful, and especially not in a consultation setting [25, 26]. All GPs are obliged to report to the Norwegian Surveillance System for Communicable Diseases (MSIS) in the NIPH when they diagnose specific contagious diseases, in addition to data reported by microbiology labs [144]. However, the process of collecting data from the GPs, processing the data, and producing the surveillance reports is very time consuming, resulting in data that is several weeks old when it is available to the GPs [25, 26]. In addition, the system did not provide specific information related to the local patient population, so the existing surveillance reports had very little or no value in a consultation setting [25, 26]. As reported in one of the publications, “one focus group summed up the situation as follows: ‘The MSIS reports present ancient data. When we receive the reports people are dead and buried, or they have recovered.’”[26] p. 425. This feedback from the GPs indicates a need for a new surveillance system.

For a future surveillance system to be useful in a GP setting, it must present up-to-date (timely) information [25] and include information from the local patient population [25, 26]. It has to be customisable to the specific needs of the physician in order to be relevant in day-to-day practice and require minimal time for correct interpretation of data [25].

From a patient perspective, we have a situation where nearly half of the patients are confident that their GP is well informed about the prevalence of infectious diseases in their neighbourhood [26]. However, this is not the situation, as in reality, they are not well informed [26]. Therefore, there seems to be a need for a new surveillance system from the patient perspective as well, as patients trust their local GPs to have this information [26].

Which data collection procedures seem to be feasible for syndromic surveillance, and do the data hold the necessary quality? [f1]

All the discussed approaches regarding extraction of health information and symptoms from the EPR system had limitations as primary data sources for syndromic surveillance [27]. The discussed approaches were 1) extraction of ICPC codes, 2) extraction of symptoms and information from the free-text field, and 3) extraction of information from the tests ordered and the test results from the microbiology lab at the local hospital.

The most encouraging approach regarding extraction of data from the EPR system was the use of lab data [27]. Another encouraging data source was the patients [26]. The results regarding the individual sources are as follows:
1) The GPs are supposed to enter ICPC codes for all the symptoms and troubles reported by the patient [118]. The ICPC codes are standardised and could easily be extracted and serve as a good foundation for syndromic surveillance. However, the value of extracting ICPC codes alone would be very limited, as GPs do not enter all the symptoms reported by the patient [25, 27], and they usually do not enter a final diagnosis code [25, 27]. The GPs mainly enter one symptom code per consultation [25, 27], and this is only done because an ICPC code is required to receive reimbursement from the health authority for a patient visit [25, 27].

In addition, the quality of the reported symptoms and diagnoses is limited. The GPs usually entered a code that was relevant and reported by the patient, but often an appropriate code did not exist, in which case an ICPC code that had little to do with the reality was used [27]. Most of the GPs considered the ICPC code system as imprecise [25, 27]; one explanation was that the ICPC code system included few codes compared to the ICD\textsuperscript{15} system used in Norwegian specialist health care.

2) Most of the GPs enter the patient’s symptoms and a suspected diagnosis in the EPR free-text field [25, 27]. However, a system that searched the free-text field for predefined words and phrases relevant to disease surveillance was considered difficult to create, and not liable to provide sufficient data quality. The GPs’ explanation of this was that there were enormous variations in what they wrote in the free-text field with regard to the overall amount of symptoms and diagnoses, the use of abbreviations, concepts, language, terminology, quality, and length [27]. In addition, creating a mapping between the phrases used by each individual GP and a language understandable by the system in order to “translate” what they wrote was considered unrealistic by most of the GPs [27]. “Only a few of the GPs believed that they would be able to specify all the abbreviations and all the terminology that they would use for the various conditions (to enable us to enter these in an individual mapping file)” [27] p. 531.

3) The most encouraging approach when evaluating extraction of information from the EPR system was the use of data exchanged with the microbiology lab. Both the tests ordered (representing the symptoms and the illnesses that the GPs suspected) and the test results (representing the diagnoses and findings) could be of use [27]. An increase in lab requests alone could be enough to detect if “something is brewing” [27]. Unfortunately, however, the lab results would not be available in real time, due to the amount of time it takes for lab results to be analysed [27], which can vary from a few days to a week [27], and due to “the timeline of when a lab request is initiated in relation to when symptoms were first presented to the GP” [27] p. 533. Another drawback is the variation in practice with regard to how often samples are submitted to the lab.

4) The results from interviewing the five GPs in study 1 indicated that the GPs’ primary source of information regarding infectious diseases in their patient population was colleagues from their own practice [25]. However, this colleague had to obtain the

\textsuperscript{15}International Classification of Diseases
information from somewhere, which was the background of why this matter was investigated further in the focus group interviews [26]. This discussion revealed that the GPs’ primary source about the prevalence of infectious diseases was the patients [26]. The idea that the patient could become the primary source was taken further in a survey investigating the patients’ attitudes towards electronic symptom reporting in a consultation or syndromic surveillance setting.

The results showed that the respondents generally responded positively to the idea of providing information about their symptoms to the GP’s office as soon as possible after falling ill [28]. Sixty-one percent said “yes”, 35% said “maybe”, and only 4% said “no” [28]. Over half of the respondents preferred to use e-mail or a web interface to perform this task [28]. Sixty-one percent had already used the Internet to “Google” their symptoms prior to a consultation (41% frequently, 20% more infrequently). Eighty-four percent agreed that their symptoms could be saved in the EPR system, and 76% agreed that the GP could access the symptoms together with the prevalence of matching diseases in order to assist the diagnosing process during the next consultation [28]. Thus, this study indicates that patients could become the primary data source for symptom-based surveillance [28]. In addition, 43% of the respondents were willing to report symptoms directly into a syndromic surveillance system without passing the symptoms through the GP office or any system connected to their GP consultation; 49% had a negative response, while 9% did not reply to this question.

Which patient groups, technologies, health service innovations, and research targets have been suggested as feasible and relevant for electronic symptom reporting to improve health care service quality in general? [f2]

The abstract review, which was not limited to RCTs, identified 235 papers within nine specific patients groups in whom electronic symptom reporting had been suggested as feasible and relevant. The following patient groups were represented: cancer (50 studies), lung disease (48, included 36 within asthma and 7 within COPD), psychiatry (18), cardiovascular disease (17), musculoskeletal disease (15, including 9 focusing on rheumatologic conditions), diabetes (12), gastrointestinal diseases (8), neurological diseases (8), HIV/AIDS (6), and a large group that was not possible to categorise based on the information in the abstract [17]. Cancer symptom reporting seems to take place inside the health care institutions, while lung disease and musculoskeletal disease reporting mainly take place at home via the Internet [17].

The systematic review of RCTs identified 32 papers [145-176], and only five different patient groups. The following patient groups were represented: “respiratory and lung diseases (12 studies), cancer (6), psychiatry (6), cardiovascular (3), and diabetes (1)”, [30] p. 1. In addition to these, one study represented a mix of three groups. All of these studies, except one, focused on long-term conditions.

The technologies were investigated through the literature review. Electronic symptom reporting seemed to have been accomplished mainly by technologies such as web, e-diary,
and more advanced mobile applications, which were used much more often than “e-mail and SMS, technologies where the user interface has limited functionality” [17] p. 16.

Health service innovations and research targets were investigated through the systematic review of RCTs. Health service innovations were categorised into four groups: “consultation support (7 studies), monitoring with clinician support (12), self-management with clinician support (9), and therapy (1)”, [30] p. 1. “Most of the research (21/29, 72%) was conducted within four combinations: consultation support innovation in the cancer group (5/29, 17%), monitoring innovation in the respiratory and lung diseases group (8/29, 28%), and self-management innovations in psychiatry (4/29, 14%) and in the respiratory and lung diseases group (4/29, 14%)” [30] p. 1.

The “most common research target was disease-specific health benefits at the patient level; and, second, to provide patient-centered care” [30] p. 21. “Research targets in the consultation support studies focused on increased patient centeredness, while monitoring and self-management mainly aimed at documenting health benefits” [30] p. 1. “The studies aiming for reduced health care costs were all in the subgroup of monitoring articles, except for 1 study on self-management” [30] p. 21.

What possible uses, effects, and benefits of improved health care services quality can be found in a patient, health professional, and health care system perspective? [u2]

Of the 32 RCT papers identified in the systematic review, 12 were excluded due to high risk or unclear risk of selective reporting and blinding of outcome assessment, leaving 20 papers for the effect assessment [29]. The self-management papers were generally of higher methodological quality [29]. The authors’ hypothesis was confirmed in 13 (65%) of the 20 remaining articles.

“Overall, articles on self-management support were of a higher quality, allowing a larger proportion of studies to be assessed with respect to effects” [29] p. 12. Benefits for “patients, and partly also for health professionals and the health care system, have been documented in this area” [29] p. 12.

Within monitoring, health benefits were identified for asthmatic patients, both children and adults [29] p. 13. “Both of these interventions included self-management elements with computer-tailored feedback. Of the 6 monitoring studies, 5 also addressed health care costs, but with one small exception, no cost benefits were identified.” [29] p. 13.

“The cancer studies in consultation support are encouraging, since it was found to provide patient-centered care, ensuring that patient-reported symptoms guided the clinical decisions.” [29] p. 13.
4 Discussion

The first part of the discussion will for each paper address its main contributions, strengths, and limitations. Then, the main findings will be discussed in relation to the two main research questions, and finally, the possible synergies between syndromic surveillance and improved health care service will be addressed.

Because the papers responding to main research question 1, syndromic surveillance, were published some years ago (2008–2009) and more or less lack discussion of literature relevant to the findings, this research question will be discussed thoroughly here. In contrast to these loose bonds making a full discussion in this chapter mandatory, there is a very close match among main research question 2, improved health care service, and the research questions addressed in papers 5–7, where the findings are more recent and thoroughly discussed within those papers. Therefore, research question 2 and the related findings will mainly be discussed with regard to new literature after October 2011 that has not been included in the review papers.

Figure 2 The first three papers focus on syndromic surveillance, paper 4 focuses on the connection between syndromic surveillance and improved health care services, and papers 5–7 focus on improved health care services.
4.1 Papers 1–7: Main contributions, strengths and limitations

This section will present the main contributions, strengths, and limitations for each of the papers.

It is a drawback of the syndromic surveillance papers that the presented results and conclusions are not in 100% accordance with the objectives/research questions. The objectives are answered, but so are other questions, without being presented as objectives/research questions. Papers 1 and 2, and to some extent, paper 3, also lack discussion of relevant literature (relevant to the findings).

**Paper 1:** The main contribution of paper 1 [25] is the valuable input with regard to how disease surveillance should—and should not—be conducted in general, if surveillance information is to be useful in a consultation setting. It is a strength that even though the responding GPs had different backgrounds and knowledge about disease surveillance, they agreed on all the important issues. This supports the result from this sample, even though the sample is small. We were working under strict time constraints, which is why only five GPs were included in these individual interviews. Ideally, we should have included more GPs, to be more confident that no new information of significance was obtained and that we had reached saturation [177].

**Paper 2:** The main contribution of paper 2 [26] is that, to my knowledge at that time, this was the first paper (proceeding) addressing the possibility that the patient could become the primary data source for syndromic surveillance. During the presentation of this paper at the MIE conference in Sarajevo in 2009, I learned about GripeNet [22-24], which collects influenza-like symptoms directly from the patients to predict the flu. However, to my knowledge, this paper is still the first to address the possibility that collection of syndromic surveillance information could be combined with reporting symptoms before consultation, and that, as such, both could improve the quality of the consultation and provide real-time syndromic surveillance data at the local level.

Regarding the interviews, it is a strength that the focus groups were strategically selected so that they included at least one person who was or had been involved in disease management on the municipality level (named MDPD in paper 1). A future syndromic surveillance system is likely to have a broad impact on their work practice, and they have more knowledge than regular GPs regarding the type of information that is available through the current system. However, this might also be considered a limitation, as the presence of an MDPD in a GP practice could influence the other GPs. They might be more mindful of and focused on the advantages of syndromic surveillance than GPs in a practice without an MDPD, and as such, might express a stronger need for an improved surveillance system. It may also appear as a limitation that both focus groups came from a single city—Tromsø. Focus group interviews could have been conducted in other places as well, but this would have raised the study cost.

The questions regarding what the GPs actually knew about infectious diseases in their neighbourhood were first investigated through the individual interviews, and then in the first focus group interview with each group. This required quite standardised questions, and because no new information of significance regarding this matter emerged through the focus groups, compared with the individual interviews, saturation seems to be reached [177, 178]. However, it is not possible to be 100% sure that saturation is reached, as the literature lacks clear “advice regarding the number of
interviews with no new information that is required before the researcher can be reasonably certain that saturation has been reached” [178] p. 2.

The survey’s strongest point is that it was well designed. However, the survey was not primarily designed to investigate my research question. It would have been preferable to include more questions to investigate whether there was a need for a new surveillance system in a patient perspective, but it was not possible to include more questions in this survey. On the other hand, it would not have been possible for me to request so many respondents if I had had to bear the cost of the survey.

All the respondents answered almost all the questions, with a few exceptions. On two questions, 99% answered, 98% answered three questions, 97% answered two questions, and 88% answered one question. In addition, “only” 89% of those respondents answered my “trust” question. The fact that this question had the second lowest number of answers indicates that the respondents found the “trust” question a bit difficult to answer. However, investigating 888 respondents’ trust with proportional stratified sampling through a standardised way of questioning a sample [126] should provide a quite representative result.

**Paper 3:** Paper 3 contributed to an important understanding regarding GPs’ use of the EPR system and the effect this had on data content, such as symptoms reported by patients and diagnoses reported by GPs [27]. The paper revealed serious limitations regarding the suggested approach using ICPC codes as a primary data source for syndromic surveillance. The paper also revealed limitations regarding extracting data from the free-text field and information from lab tests and results, as well as adaptations that could be made to overcome some of the limitations of the three approaches. The use of lab data appeared to be the most encouraging approach [27].

This knowledge was used as input for the syndromic surveillance project at the Norwegian Centre for Telemedicine and Integrated Care, regarding how to design a new and improved surveillance system. Today, a pilot system is established, based on extracting test results from the microbiology lab at the University Hospital of North Norway, representing the counties of Troms and Finnmark [179]. This pilot shows the number of patients who provided positive or negative tests in each county or municipality [180], and is thus a surveillance system; however, it is not a syndromic surveillance system.

In addition, the NIPH, department for contagious disease surveillance in Norway, referred to the paper’s result in their 2010 annual meeting16.

Paper 3 also contributes to the understanding “of sociotechnical issues related to disease surveillance”, and to “issues important to CSCW”, such as “how data collected in one context may be applied to a different context, and the delicate interplay between organizational and technical design challenges”, p. 525 [27].

---
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The strengths and limitations in terms of strategically selecting focus groups, including one person that was or had been involved in disease management on the municipality level, are addressed in the discussion of paper 2, above. However, in relation to the study objective, it is also a strength that these key persons have more knowledge than regular GPs regarding the type of information that is necessary to extract.

The number of focus groups was actually not determined by data saturation, but by the fact that we only identified two GP practices in Tromsø with a person that was or had been involved in disease management on the municipality level. To define if saturation is reached, an iterative process of concurrent data collection and analysis is necessary [178]. Therefore, the PhD candidate reviewed transcripts or tapes to analyse and reflect on the findings before conducting the next interview. These findings were summed up and presented in the beginning of the next interview to enable the focus group to correct the interpretation, and to enable the examination of newly identified concepts. As the concepts and the information of significance that emerged during interviews with one group were consistent with the other group, and (when looking at both groups) no new information of significance was obtained under the last of the focus groups interviews, saturation seems to have been reached [177, 178]. However, as commented under paper 2, it is not possible to be 100% sure that saturation is reached, as clear “advice regarding the number of interviews with no new information” is lacking in the literature [178] p. 2. One may consider it both a strength and a limitation in this matter that the GPs discussed the different research objectives in the time between the interviews. At least one view that had come up in a group in the first interview had totally changed between meetings, when the GPs had had “more time to think it through”, as they explained themselves. No dominance was observed from any particular individuals. In addition, findings from the individual interviews were confirmed in the focus groups discussions, which also strengthen the results.

**Paper 4:** The main contribution of paper 4 [28] is that it reveals that people seems to have a positive attitude towards providing symptom information electronically before a consultation, and to use this symptom reporting both for an improved consultation and for syndromic surveillance purposes. To my knowledge, this paper is the first journal paper to address that the same electronically patient-reported symptoms could be used both to improve the quality of the consultation and to provide real-time syndromic surveillance data at a local level.

It is a strength that a questionnaire from another study was used as a starting template [75], and that the final questionnaire was piloted and validated. Due to strict time constraints, convenience sampling was chosen. The limitations of such an approach are discussed in the paper. The fact that the sample was small, and that the questionnaires were distributed only to people in one city, Tromsø, also limit the representativeness. However, as described in the paper [28], comparing the sample with statistics representing the population of Tromsø reveals an approximate representation, except for respondents 16–22 years of age, who were a bit overrepresented [181], and the lowest education group, which was a bit underrepresented [182]. In addition, the highest education group (in percentages) was approximately in accordance with data from Norway and ten other high-income countries [183]. We also found that the sample reflected data from the Norwegian population very closely with regard to visits to the GP during the last 12 months [184], use of the Internet to
“Google” symptoms [75], and the fact that more females than males had visited the GP during the previous 12 months [184]. These findings should allow for generalisation to a certain extent.

**Paper 5**: The main contribution of paper 5 [17] is that it provides an overview of patient groups and technologies in which electronic symptom reporting has been suggested as feasible and relevant to improve health care service quality. It also revealed that the number of studies within electronic symptom reporting had increased heavily over the last two decades [17].

It can be considered as both a strength and a limitation that we only reviewed abstracts. It is a strength because reviewing abstracts made it possible to obtain a wide overview within strict time and resource constraints. However, for some abstracts, it was impossible to categorise the clinical conditions (total of 53) or the technology (total of 87), due to limited information. A full text review would have improved this categorisation work.

Conducting a systematic review instead of a general literature review is a stronger methodology, but it can be characterised as overkill in answering this objective. It is also a limitation that only one database, Medline, was searched; searching more databases would clearly have provided additional information. Another limitation is that the technology categories are not optimal, as they partially overlap. However, no good example of categorising this type of technology was found, and there is still no obvious way to categorise them.

Therefore, to sum up, this study has some methodological limitations. However, it is reasonable to argue that the abstract reviews that were conducted provided the required overview of the field, and as such, replied to the study objective in a sufficient way.

**Papers 6 and 7**: The main contribution of paper 6 is that it provides an overview of patient groups, health service innovations, and research targets from RCTs relevant for electronic symptom reporting to improve health care service quality. The main contributions of paper 7 are the summarised effects and benefits of electronic symptom reporting from the methodologically best RCT papers, and that the paper identified that the methods for conducting and reporting RCTs within the field need to be improved. To my knowledge, this is the first systematic review to address these topics.

It is an important strength that this review conducted a comprehensive search using many search terms, and that search terms were adapted to the individual databases. Another important strength is that Cochrane Handbook recommendations were used [140] to decide which databases to search and which data/variables to extract (through their data collection checklist) for selection of studies (full-text review by two independent reviewers), as well as warning regarding citation bias (not hand-search reference lists), minimum requirements for describing characteristics of included studies, and assessment of methodological quality through their risk of bias judgment. The risk assessment was conducted by three independent authors. In addition, Cochrane’s recommendation regarding identifying the types of bias that were of most importance for the review were followed, in addition to the warning regarding not to present effects for low-quality studies [140]. Effects were extracted by two independent authors.
Limiting the searches to only RCTs can both be a strength and a limitation. The strength is that RCTs are considered the most mature stage of developing a complex intervention, i.e. the last step before taking the service into ordinary use [185, 186]. However, this might have resulted in missing interventions that were relatively mature, but not tested in an RCT.

It is a limitation that articles might have been lost in the adaptation of the search strategies between the databases. Search words might have been overlooked, and the psychiatry field does not seem to have been covered adequately.

It is also a limitation that “blinding of participant and personnel” was evaluated as one single risk of bias; participants and personnel could have been evaluated separately. The experiences from this review imply that it is much harder to blind health care personnel than to blind patients within e-health and telemedicine projects.

In the second systematic review paper (paper 7), studies were defined as either superiority or equivalence studies. Equivalence studies are loosely defined as studies where “authors hypothesized that the study arms would be equivalent in terms of the effect measure” [29] p. 4. We considered four of the studies to be equivalence studies, and the authors’ hypotheses were confirmed in all four of them. The definition and evaluation of the studies were in line with our idea of equivalence at the time. However, we later discovered literature that takes the equivalence term further and provides more precise definitions and requirements regarding proper testing for equivalence [187-190]. Ideally, this literature should have been used to support our evaluation of the equivalence studies. The main definitions from this literature are presented in Appendix C.

Although some limitations were identified, the methodological strength of this study should benefit that the objectives were sufficiently answered.

### 4.2 Main research question 1: Syndromic surveillance

Main findings for the overall research question focusing on syndromic surveillance will be briefly presented and then discussed more thoroughly in the light of related literature.

Main research question 1:

> Whether a new surveillance system is needed for GPs and patients, and if so, what is the most reliable and feasible data source? We consider data extracted from both EPR systems and (pre-consultation) symptom data reported by the patients themselves.

To reply to main research question 1, it is necessary to go into the two sub-research questions, u1 and f1.

#### 4.2.1 How useful do GPs find the current surveillance system, and does there seem to be a need for a new surveillance system in the GP and patient perspective? (u1)

The individual GPs expressed that the existing surveillance system was more or less “useless” when it came to providing information about the local patient population in a consultation setting [25]. These results were confirmed in the focus group interviews and in the informal discussions [25, 26]. The
individual GPs also agreed on the most important requirement for a possible new system [25], and all GPs involved in these studies expressed that if the surveillance information is to be useful in a consultation setting, real-time information about the local population must be provided [25, 26]. This agreement, as well as the knowledge that nearly half of the patients are confident that their GPs are well informed about the prevalence of infectious diseases in their neighbourhood, while the GPs actually are not well informed [26], provides a reason to believe that both the GPs and the patients need a new surveillance system — a more real-time system that also provides surveillance information regarding the local patient population.

However, it is not possible to say that the question “whether a new surveillance system is needed for GPs and patients” is finally answered by this, due to the uncertainty connected to 1) the limitations of papers 1 and 2 that already have been addressed, 2) the GP sample, and 3) the understanding of what a “need” is.

Looking at the GP sample, we realize that even if all GPs agree, only 14 of the 6017 GPs in the municipality of Tromsø were interviewed, and with one exception, only GPs from Tromsø. In addition, the understanding of the word need is important to define. The dictionary18 refers to need as both something “wanted” and something “deemed necessary”. There is no doubt that the GPs wanted a new and better surveillance system that could provide information relevant for local cases, but there is still an unanswered question regarding how “deemed necessary” it is. A discussion that came up in the second focus group meeting with group 1 illustrates this point (not published before): Some of the doctors pointed out that a surveillance system would not be used very often. One of the doctors, who had been very enthusiastic regarding a new and improved syndromic surveillance system in the first interview, commented that in the month between the first and second interviews, he had counted exactly how many patients he had in whom he suspected a contagious disease. That number was two. The group discussed this and agreed that “it would be rather rarely” that they really could make use of a new surveillance system. They also expressed that they did not see a surveillance system as an important tool to detect the flu that they knew would come, but an important tool if some unusual or rare contagious disease should arrive in their patient population.

However, it is always difficult to consider an effect before one has experienced it himself, or convincing documentation is provided, so maybe this attitude would have been totally different if they had had experience with a more timely syndromic surveillance system, or with using other epidemiological data under the diagnostic reasoning process. For instance, it is interesting to learn that Fine, through several retrospective studies, emphasised the benefit of integrating state-wide [191] or more local incidence data (local epidemiologic context data) [192-194] into the clinical decision model, in order to improve diagnostic accuracy. The evaluations involved in these studies have focused on diseases that have seasonal variations or are communicable, such as correctly identifying aseptic from bacterial meningitis [193], pertussis in infants [191], and facial palsy in children [192]. Fine also demonstrated that the diagnostic accuracy for as common a disease as streptococcal pharyngitis could be improved based on local disease incidence data [194]. The study was conducted by incorporating real-time incidence data and using the incidence data to estimate the disease risk in 54,981 symptomatic patient visits [194]. The editors concluded that these results
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17 https://tjenester.nav.no/minfastlege/innbygger/fastlegesokkikkepalogget.do
18 http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/need
implicated that incorporation of surveillance data can “improve clinical decision making for a common infectious disease and reduce unnecessary use of antibiotics”, p. 346 [194].

Therefore, to sum up, one might say that if we want GPs to carry out the most accurate diagnoses when it comes to unusual and rare contagious diseases, and possibly also for more common cases, a new and better surveillance system is needed. Whether this surveillance system should be based on symptoms or diagnoses, or both, remains to be discussed.

As reported earlier, a pilot disease surveillance system has been developed and made available to GPs in Tromsø [179, 180]. The system’s effects are under investigation.

4.2.2 Which data collection procedures seem to be feasible for syndromic surveillance, and do the data hold the necessary quality? (f1)

Regarding possible data sources, both data extracted from EPR systems and symptom data reported by the patients themselves were considered.

**Extraction of ICPC codes**

Medical classifications, such as the International Classification for Primary Care (ICPC), have been developed to support both primary and secondary use of clinical data [195]. However, the results showing that GPs mainly enter only one ICPC code into the EPJ system for each patient consultation, and not all the symptoms the patient reports, lead to the conclusion that conducting syndromic surveillance based on ICPC codes alone is not recommendable. Other studies support this conclusion. A retrospective study looking at 12 primary care sites in Norway, for the period from when the use of ICPC codes became compulsory in 1992 [196] until 2008, revealed that “Codes were missing in 6.2% of the problem events; incorrect codes were observed in 4.0% of the problem events and text mismatch between the diagnoses and the expected ICPC-2 diagnoses text in 53.8% of the problem events”, [197] p. 1. In addition, the investigation of EPRs from 82 GPs over three months in Norway reveals that GPs, on average, only report 1.3 ICPC codes per patient consultation [198]. This supports that the use of ICPC codes is not feasible for syndromic surveillance without changing the reporting practice.

In addition, in the UK, the data quality varies enormously in the EPRs in primary care [199, 200]. The coding completeness for seven primary care practices ranged from 5% to 97% [200] before a program to improve quality was established. It was also demonstrated that clinicians reported many more symptoms through the free-text field than by using codes [201]. Some of these challenges might possibly be explained by the fact that nurses and GPs struggle with the motivation to code symptoms and diagnoses in a consultation [202]. They report that it is sometimes difficult to find an appropriate diagnosis, and that they fear assigning a wrong diagnostic label and have concerns about stigmatising the patient (whether the code is correct or not). They also feel that coding takes away the attention from the patient, and they worry that the use of codes might damage the doctor–patient relationship [202]. Possibilities and limitations regarding providing more codes and changing the GPs work practice are addressed in paper 3 [27].
In sum, several findings support that extraction of ICPC codes alone is a weak tool to identify patient-reported symptoms, and that conducting syndromic surveillance based on ICPC codes alone is not recommendable.

Extracting symptoms and suspected diagnoses from free-text

Most GPs did enter both the patient’s symptoms and a suspected diagnosis in the EPR free-text field [25, 27]. However, symptoms reported in the free-text field were not considered an appropriate primary data source for syndromic surveillance, due to the variation in what they wrote in the free-text field and how this would challenge the extraction of relevant data.

Even if the GPs’ use of the EPR has not changed since 2008–2009, the field regarding natural language processing has moved forward in recent years, making it relevant to look more into this possibility.

Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of computer science in which programs search, index, and extract relevant information from text [203]. Within health care, the results could be used for “decision support, outbreak detection and quality review” [204]. However, there are many challenges linked to NLP development in the clinical domain [205], and it is not a big surprise that research making use of NLP focuses more on specialist care than primary care, as it is more challenging to search within “all possible diseases” than within a few.

Several studies have worked on these challenges to extract information from clinical notes [206, 207]. A 2012 study revealing that NLP can be useful to measure and report on the quality of care also reported that the “accuracy of the tool compared with physician abstraction decreased as the complexity of the data and language increased”, and that NLP-based tools will have more difficulty with documents that are less limited in scope [208] p. 1238. Further, the use of NLP in clinical text is complicated, as “clinical texts are ungrammatical and composed of short, telegraphic phrases”, and include “abbreviations, acronyms, and local dialectal shorthand phrases”, included misspelling and the fact that “clinical narratives can contain any characters that can be typed” [209] p. 129, in addition to the frequent use of negation phrases in clinical reports [210, 211]. The same set of letters can be highly ambiguous, even in context. A study of abbreviations in medical reports revealed that 33.1% of abbreviations with six characters or less had multiple meanings [212, 213]. These challenges with the medical language make it necessary to “develop narrowly domain-specific analytical tools for medical natural language processing” [214] p. 28. However, Meystre’s 2008 review reveals that NLP in clinical data has been demonstrated successfully, but that the solutions are mainly used within the laboratory where they are developed, and mainly for one specific purpose or disease category [209]. Today, open-source solutions, also intended to be less domain/disease specific, are under development and evaluation [215].

NLP, to some extent, is also tested for syndromic surveillance. The information relevant for syndromic surveillance is often present in a variety of clinical documents. Chapman (2004) suggests that as chief complaints are available at an earlier time than emergency department reports, a
combined application that extracts free-text to classify patients based on their chief complaint (CC),\(^{19}\) followed by classification based on their emergency department (ED) report, may provide an effective method for surveillance of febrile illness\(^ {216}\). Niiranen (2008) and Yli-Hietanen (2009) “lab-tested” NLP for automatic classification of CC for potential identification of syndrome peaks\(^ {214, 217}\). For the algorithm to be accurate in terms of classification correctness, the variety in the free-text CC had to be reduced through the training of end-users\(^ {214, 217}\) and through new writing rules\(^ {214}\). South’s 2008 study compared the performance of a simple text classifier applied to different document sources from the electronic medical record, with the purpose of detecting influenza-like illness\(^ {218}\). The best results were achieved “when the text classifier was applied to chief complaints ED and combined\(^ {20}\) surveillance document sources”\(^ {218}\) p. 694.

Hripcsak suggested that it was feasible to use electronic health records as a source for syndromic surveillance\(^ {219}\). The structured data extraction (ICD-9 codes) performed best, while the system based on extraction of EPR free-text data correlated well with influenza-like illness, but less well with gastrointestinal infectious disease\(^ {219}\).

To an extent, NLP has been practiced for “real-life” syndromic surveillance. Chapman (2005) demonstrated that a trainable NLP system could successfully classify free-text triage chief complaints into syndromic categories\(^ {220}\), using this system to monitor the 2002 Winter Olympic Games\(^ {220, 221}\), as one additional surveillance source along with other systems\(^ {221}\).

In sum, the reported examples and findings support that extraction of symptoms from the free-text fields is still a bit premature or experimental; however, the field is moving forward and can already be a possible contributor to syndromic surveillance when used together with other sources. This is a promising area for future research.

**Extraction of test orders and test results from the lab**

The most encouraging data source based on extraction of data from the EPR was the use of lab test orders and results. Lab test orders have been demonstrated as a promising source of surveillance data\(^ {222}\). Other studies have evaluated the use of confirmed lab results against syndromic surveillance\(^ {53, 223, 224}\). Whereas some have ended up using the lab results as the primary data source (laboratory surveillance), others have used them together with syndromic surveillance data\(^ {39, 45}\). As the lab data represent confirmed infections, it is not surprising that lab data is perceived as more reliable and accurate by the end-users than syndromic data, which is pre-diagnostic\(^ {45}\). In addition, it is confirmed that the local incidence of a specific disease, available through lab results, could be used as part of the clinical decision process to predict the risk of this disease and improve the diagnostic process\(^ {191-194}\). However, even if lab data is encouraging, as it represents confirmed diagnoses and can be used in decision support, it could be a challenge that the lab data does not include patients who have not contacted a physician, or when tests have not been requested. In addition, the time delay is a challenge. A study comparing laboratory influenza test results with ED visits that were assigned a provisional diagnosis through an ICD code in 49 public hospitals over five years found that the ED-based information could provide a warning at least three

---

\(^{19}\) the reason for encounter, usually in free-text

\(^{20}\) combined surveillance document sources, including a CC string, nursing or nurse triage note, and emergency department notes
days sooner compared with the laboratory-confirmed information [225]. If the laboratory processing and reporting delays are taken into account, this time advantage is even greater. However, laboratory delays could probably be reduced in the future, either through greater use of point-of-care tests or through systems that conduct lab result reporting more automatically.

In sum, there seems to be little experience using lab test orders as a syndromic surveillance source; therefore, this is a possibility that requires much more research before it can be established. On the other hand, the use of lab results does seem to be considered the most reliable and accurate surveillance source, but the current time delay is a challenge, preventing it from representing the disease map in real time or close to real time.

Symptom data reported by the patients themselves

There are several arguments to support that patient-reported symptoms could represent a primary real-time data source for symptom-based surveillance in Norway. First of all, the GPs’ primary source of information about the prevalence of infectious diseases seems to be the patients [26]. Second, patients in primary care seem willing and motivated to report symptoms, especially if they are reported to their GP before a consultation [28]. Third, in 2005, 80% of persons 15–80 years of age in Norway were Internet users [75], a number we can expect to be much higher today.

Thus, the question about representativeness of the data is a primary question regarding who would actively participate. Patients even seemed quite motivated to report symptoms directly into a syndromic surveillance system, without passing the symptoms through the GP office or any systems connected to their GP consultation. Of course, Norwegian citizens’ actual willingness to report symptoms remains to be tested, as what people say and actually do can vary significantly [226].

However, some instances of patients voluntarily reporting symptoms for disease surveillance have been identified over the last years. Influenzanet, an internet-based surveillance system to monitor influenza-like illness (ILI), is now established in several countries in Europe. It started as a project in the Netherlands and Belgium in 2003 [227], then in Portugal in 2005 [228], Italy in 2007 [229], and the UK in 2009 [230]. Since 2011, Germany [231], Austria [232], Switzerland [233], France [234], and Sweden [235] also have used Influenzanet.

Influenzanet has been evaluated in the Netherlands, Belgium, Portugal, and the UK [22-24, 236, 237]. Of these, the UK system was established last and was able to learn from the others. Here, 5000 participants were recruited during the first week through a “publicity campaign involving television, radio, and newspaper coverage and word of mouth”, [236] p. 2. Participants registered on a website, received a password-protected account, and completed a background questionnaire regarding “age, gender, household size and composition, occupation, location of home and workplace”, in addition to whether they had received an influenza vaccine or not, and if they were members of a defined high-risk group [236]. The participants were then asked to complete a symptoms and social contacts questionnaire every week to report whether they had symptoms or not. The symptoms were selected from a list, where “no symptoms” was one option. The questionnaire was “intended to take no more than a couple of minutes to complete”, [236] p. 2. Participants could also record data on behalf of other members of their family, such as their children. An e-mail reminder was sent to
participants each week, including a summary of the latest influenza facts. The flu survey website was updated daily. These information initiatives were to keep up the participants' interest in the survey.

In total, 5738 subjects took part, of which 3370 reported only once. To reduce the effect of individuals who only reported their current symptoms when they were recruited, only “reports made by participants who participated more than once” were included [236] p. 3. This resulted in 2369 participants contributing to 17,532 reports over 5.5 months [236]. Obviously, the participants did not report every week. They were probably “more motivated to complete the surveys on those weeks when they experienced symptoms” [236] p. 4. The resulting sample was not demographically or geographically representative, but the participants’ risk statuses were similar to those of the general population, except for the children [236]. To sum up the results, Influenzanet provides relative size and timing of the peaks that are close to traditional systems, although the rates are mainly higher [22-24, 236], and it seems to capture a wider range of cases than traditional (GP-based) surveillance. For example, Influenzanet represents people who have not contacted health care [236], and it tracks changes in health care attendance patterns in real time [236].

The Flutracking system in Australia is very similar to Influenzanet [238-243], and the number of participants has more than doubled between 2008 and 2010 [238]. Flutracking is also used to estimate influenza vaccine effectiveness [238, 242] by comparing “ILI syndrome rates between vaccinated and unvaccinated participants to detect inter-pandemic and pandemic influenza and provide early confirmation of vaccine effectiveness or failure” [238] p. 288. The survey takes less than 15 seconds to complete [238]. Flutracking demonstrates a correlation with other, more traditional surveillance systems, such as lab results [240, 243] and data reported by GPs [240], in terms of timing and scale of seasonal influenza epidemics, as well as accurately detecting the timing and peak of the 2009 influenza pandemic and being less biased than other systems using treatment-seeking behaviour and protocols for laboratory testing [241].

There is also a FluTracker website in Maryland, USA, which aims to investigate infectious diseases internationally through “contributors from around the world including journals, news sources, and citizens” [244].

In Japan, health observations via the Internet through self-reporting by respondents have been validated and found suitable for syndromic surveillance [245, 246]. Also in this case, although response rates were quite high, participants seemed to prefer reporting when symptoms were present [245].

Overall, there are many good examples today indicating that patient-reported symptoms might be a feasible and inexpensive real-time source for surveillance of infectious diseases in both local and national populations. However, the absolute level of incidence in the community needs to be investigated further.

4.2.3 Conclusion: Main research question 1: Syndromic surveillance

Both GPs and patients would benefit from a new and better surveillance system. Lab results are usually considered the most reliable data source, but labs struggle with time delays and may be
biased by testing activity and humans’ treatment-seeking behaviour. In recent years, several systems based on patients who report their symptoms have provided very encouraging results. Thus, a combined surveillance approach that uses both lab results and patient-reported symptoms would probably produce the best results with regard to timeliness and reliability.

4.3 Main research question 2: Health care service improvements

Main findings for the overall research question focusing on health care service improvements will be presented briefly and then discussed in the light of related literature.

Main research question 2:

Could patients’ electronic symptom reporting be feasible in health care service delivery, and what impact does it have on patients, health professionals, and health care systems?

To reply to main research question 2, it is necessary to go into the two sub-research questions, f2 and u2.

4.3.1 Relevant patient groups, technologies, health service innovations, and research targets (f2)

In order not to repeat the discussions already presented in papers 5–7, but to discuss the findings of these papers in relation to new literature, the Medline search from the systematic review [30] was updated on 1 February, 2013. Possible relevant RCTs were identified by reviewing titles and abstracts, according to the same inclusion and exclusion criteria applied in paper 6. It was considered sufficient to search Medline only, as approximately 70% of the full-text articles assessed for eligibility, and 75% of the articles that were ultimately included in the systematic review, came from Medline.

While the Medline search in the systematic review identified 185 records over nearly 22 years, this new search identified 30 new records for the period November 2011 to 1 February, 2013. Twenty-nine of these studies were published in 2012. Twelve studies were rated as potentially relevant after abstract review, and seven were found to be relevant after full-text review. These figures underline that the area is a growing field of research.

Only five patient groups were identified through the systematic review of RCTs [30], while the literature review of abstracts [17], not limited to any trial methodology, identified four additional patient groups as relevant for electronic symptom reporting. The patient groups common to both reviews were respiratory and lung diseases (12 studies identified through the review of RCTs and 48 studies identified in the review of abstracts), cancer (6 RCTs/50 abstracts), psychiatry (6 RCTs/18 abstracts), cardiovascular (3 RCTs/17 abstracts), and diabetes (1 RCT/12 abstracts). Of the seven RCTs found in the updated search, six were added to three of the patient groups: respiratory and lung diseases (1), cardiovascular disease (1), and psychiatry (4) (see Table 4). One of the psychiatry RCTs investigated the effect on anxiety and depression in diabetes patients, and therefore, could also have been placed in the diabetes group [247].

This update confirms that the RCTs within this field still focus mainly on the same patient groups. However, there was one exception—an RCT that did not focus on a specific diagnosis, but on a health
service for multiple health issues [248]. This is a new approach (see Table 4). All RCTs from the
updated search focused on long-term conditions, which is in accordance with the findings of the
systematic review [30].

Table 4 RCT articles identified in an updated search of Medline, November 2011 to 1 February, 2013, by health
service innovation and patient groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health service innovation -&gt;</th>
<th>Monitoring with clinical support</th>
<th>Self-management with clinical support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory and lung diseases: Asthma</td>
<td>Gustafsson [249]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular disease</td>
<td>Seto [250]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>Bauer [251]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kauer [252] (recommended as consultation support)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple health issues</td>
<td>Takahashi [248]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The literature review mainly identified technologies as web, e-diary, and more advanced mobile
applications used for electronic symptom reporting, instead of “e-mail and SMS, technologies where
the user interface has limited functionality” [17]. The technologies were not investigated in the
systematic review, but the updated search from the end of 2011 to the beginning of 2013 supports
that the main user interface, both for the patient and the health professional, is through web-based
services and advanced mobile phones (see Table 5). The web-based services may include e-mail
functionality as well. These are technologies with which most patients are already familiar.

Table 5 Main user interface for patients and health professionals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Interface</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Health professional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web</td>
<td>van Bastelaar [247]</td>
<td>van Bastelaar [247]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andersson [253]</td>
<td>Andersson [253]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gustafson [249]</td>
<td>Gustafson [249]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seto [250]</td>
<td>Seto [250]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS</td>
<td>Baur [251]</td>
<td>Baur [251]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer program</td>
<td>Takahashi [248]</td>
<td>Takahashi [248]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video conference</td>
<td>Takahashi [248]</td>
<td>Takahashi [248]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All three monitoring services from the updated search, which make use of mobile phone technology,
were found to be feasible and useful by the authors [250-252]. Seto’s mobile phone monitoring of
heart failure patients had high adherence and was reported as feasible for elderly patients and those
with no experience with mobile phones as well [250]. In addition to providing immediate feedback
to the patients if something goes wrong, “easy and quick to use” was reported as an important factor of
successful monitoring and for the patient to integrate the service into daily life [250].

The one monitoring service that made use of video conference technology on the patient’s side had
the opposite results. This was Takahashi’s study using telemonitoring accomplished by daily
biometrics, symptom reporting, and videoconference downloaded to a website tested on adults older than 60 years and at high risk for rehospitalisation [248]. The system did not result in fewer hospitalisations or ED visits, and mortality was actually higher in the telemonitoring group (cause unknown) [248]. One explanation for the lack of positive effect could be that they did not focus on a specific disease. Another explanation could be that they made use of technology with which patients are not familiar and perhaps found too challenging and resource demanding to use, especially for older people.

The health service innovations represented in the update were only within “monitoring with clinical support” (4) and “self-management with clinical support” (3). These two groups were also the largest groups in the systematic review. There were no new studies within “consultation support”, except one of the monitoring trials was also recommended as a consultation support solution [252], but was not tested for this purpose. Whereas the combination of monitoring and respiratory and lung diseases formed the largest group (28%) in the systematic review [30], no such combinations were identified in the updated search. Four of seven (4/7) studies are within psychiatry, a number that was only 6/29 in the systematic review. We now find studies within both monitoring and self-management for the psychiatry patient group, while there were no studies within the combination monitoring and psychiatry in the systematic review. This confirms our assumption from paper 6 [30] that new patient groups (we found one: “Multiple health issues”) and new combinations of patient groups and health service innovations (we found one, again: psychiatry and monitoring) could be expected.

The most common research target in the update according to the IOM quality areas [115], as in the systematic review, was disease-specific health benefits at the patient level; the second most common target was patient-centred care [30]. Only two of the studies in the update aimed for reduced health care costs: the monitoring study focusing on multiple health issues [248] and the guided internet-delivered cognitive behaviour therapy study for social anxiety disorder (SAD) that compared effects of using inexperienced therapists [253]. This confirms that the research focuses on the same issues, and mainly on outcomes benefitting the patients.

4.3.2 Possible use and effects for patients, health professionals, and the health care system (u2)

Of the 32 RCT papers identified in the systematic review, 12 were excluded due to low methodological quality [29]. The self-management studies were generally of higher methodological quality than the consultation support and monitoring studies [29].

In the systematic review, effects and health benefits were presented according to health service innovations [29]. In the following, I will summarize these effects and benefits with regard to patients, health professionals, and the health care system. Then, I will do the same for the studies from the update. Finally, I will briefly discuss benefits for patients, health professionals, and the health care system, in light of both searches, while remembering the relevant literature presented in the introduction.
In the **systematic review**, health benefits for **patients** were identified within consultation support, monitoring, self-management, and therapy [29].

Cancer studies in consultation support were found to provide patient centeredness\(^{21}\) and positive health benefits for the patients [29, 148, 149]. Most interesting, however, is the fact that the symptom summary made available to the physician was found to be useful for focusing the conversation on the symptoms and other issues patients found troublesome and needed help to solve, as well as to guide both the consultation and the clinical decisions [147-149].

While only two monitoring studies reported patient health benefits [155, 158], all studies in self-management reported health benefits [166-174], and satisfaction was also documented [167, 169, 170]. In addition, the one study within therapy reported health benefits for the patient and satisfaction with the treatment [176]. “Only 20% missed face-to-face contact with a therapist, and 85% had positive attitudes to being treated via the Internet instead of face-to-face” [29, 176].

The seven studies identified within the **updated search** also mainly focused on **health benefits** at the **patient** level, and six of these studies supported electronic symptom reporting as a feasible and useful service for the patient: three within monitoring [250-252] and three within self-management [247, 249, 253].

In the **systematic review**, only a few benefits for **health professionals** were identified. These were within consultation support and self-management, with none within monitoring. Consultation support studies reported usefulness of the summaries during a consultation [149] and a reduced need for symptom management [148]. Within self-management, some reduction in number of consultations was reported [167, 168], in addition to less therapist time for Internet-delivered treatment [171]. On the other hand, one e-mail based study resulted in longer therapist time when it was compared with guided self-help [172].

In the **systematic review**, very few benefits for the **health care system** were identified. Identified benefits were within consultation support and partly within self-management. Although nearly all studies within monitoring aimed to reduce health care costs, such benefits were not identified [155, 160, 163, 165, 254], except for in one study [160]. In consultation support, visit duration was found to be the same, whether a summary was used or not [149]; in self-management, one Internet treatment was reported as nearly four times cheaper than group treatment [171].

Two of the studies in the **updated search** aimed for reduced health care costs: no positive effect was found in the monitoring study [248], and possible health care cost reduction when using inexperienced therapists was identified in the self-management study [253].

Looking at the literature review, the systematic review, the updated search, and other literature presented in the introduction, they all point in the same direction. First of all, most of the research within this field focuses on patients’ benefits, and many of these trials confirm that electronic

\(^{21}\) Patient centeredness is according to Crossing the Quality Chasm: “providing care that is respectful of and responsive to individual patient preferences, needs, and values and ensuring that patient values guide all clinical decision”, and includes education of the patient.
symptom reporting has a positive impact on patients’ disease and patients’ feeling of self-management of their disease.

Second, we found little research that focused on usefulness for health professionals. On the other hand, for many of these trials, the fact that patients experienced fewer or less severe symptoms is also a result of the health professionals’ use of the information. Thus, indirectly, it might be possible to say that electronic symptom reporting is also proven useful for health professionals in their work, to identify and solve patients’ problems.

Third, the monitoring studies mainly have not proven any reduction in health care costs. As mentioned in paper 6, none of the studies from the systematic review, using computer tailored feedback, investigated possible health care cost reduction, even though the potential should have been much better in these studies than in the monitoring or self-management ones which mainly used human resources [30]. However, the economical aspect seems more promising for consultation support and self-management.

4.3.3 Conclusion: Main research question 2: Health care service improvements

Results produced within this thesis support that patient electronic symptom reporting could be feasible in health care service delivery, especially within self-management, and partly within consultation support. Electronic symptom reporting, in general, does have a positive impact on outcomes relevant to patients, and to some extent, to health professionals and health care systems.

4.4 Synergy between syndromic surveillance and health care service improvements

Synergy between improved health care service and the syndromic surveillance strategies, as illustrated in Figure 3, can be exemplified through a primary care scenario where all patients are encouraged or required to report their symptoms electronically before their GP consultation.

As already mentioned, electronic symptom reporting could be useful in many health care settings, such as in self-management and consultation support. It is important to be aware that both of these settings might also include reporting of symptoms relevant to infectious diseases.

In addition, syndromic surveillance is not only interesting in the context of infectious diseases; it could be used for general epidemiological surveillance as well. Therefore, in the suggested scenario, patients report symptoms electronically for various purposes, even though, in the following, we mainly discuss synergy in the context of infectious diseases.

The reporting system can be based on today’s positive examples of e-consultations in primary care [20, 21, 95, 255-259]. The process of pre-reporting and grading importance and severity would most probably help patients to clarify their symptoms—for themselves as well—and, as reported earlier, would probably make it easier for the patients to report more symptoms, and more sensitive and serious symptoms. Applications for electronic symptom reporting should also be developed for mobile devices (smart phones, tablets), thereby enabling greater scalability, due to their relatively
low cost compared to traditional systems, and because they provide portability and freedom for the patient.

Symptom information should be made available for syndromic surveillance purposes at the time that the reporting is completed. Then, real-time syndromic surveillance information could be produced at the local, regional, national, and even international levels. To achieve the best “symptom quality” possible, both for syndromic surveillance purposes and for consultation purposes, patients should use a template that structures the reporting [255-257], or a combination of template and free text. In Norway, this template could be based on the ICPC codes “translated” to a symptom description that is easily understandable by the patient. However, the template should probably include more symptoms than the ICPC code system does, and these should be defined by health professionals, including GPs, as the GPs we interviewed found the ICPC codes imprecise [25]. Other examples of template concepts that could be investigated further are the symptom checkers presented at WebMD [260] and the Mayo Clinic [261]. It is also necessary to investigate which symptoms are relevant for international syndromic surveillance, so that data from the Norwegian system could be aggregated to an international level.

*Figure 3* On the individual level, patients report symptoms electronically to their physician before their consultations. A depersonalised copy of these symptoms is made available on the population/public level at the time the reporting is completed, to produce syndromic surveillance reports in an aggregated form. The surveillance reports can be used as a diagnostic aid by the physician during the consultation.
Risk of communicable disease depends on the incidence rate in the communities where the patients have recently spent time [262, 263], which is data that physicians rarely can access at the point of care. As already exemplified, local epidemiological context through local incidence data in real time could be used to predict the risk for a specific communicable disease and improve the diagnostic process and health care service delivery [191-194]. In addition, it has been demonstrated that alerts about disease outbreaks incorporated into the electronic health record system affect clinical behaviour (through providing local situational awareness and timely point-of-care decision support) [264, 265] and result in a significant increase in laboratory testing [265]. Similarly, computer-assisted decision support, notified through electronic health records, has demonstrated a significant positive impact on prescribing behaviour when making use of context-relevant information [266], in addition to a positive effect on the delivery of preventive care [267, 268]. In addition, detection of adverse vaccine events and the rate of reporting these events to public health authorities have been improved though the use of context-sensitive alarms integrated into the health record [269]. One systematic review assessing the effect of computerised clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) found that of 97 controlled trials, 64% improved practitioner performance (improved diagnosis, preventive care, disease management, drug dosing, or drug prescribing) [270]. Another systematic review found that of 32 computer-based decision support systems, in which decision support was provided automatically as part of the clinician workflow and delivered at the time and location of decision-making, and which included actionable recommendations, 30 (94%) significantly improved their clinical practice [271].

In a presentation in December 2012, Fine [272] suggested having the patients to conduct the decision support, as it will save time and money for both the patients and the health care system. The idea is that individuals report and score their own symptoms from home, and that the system automatically compares their symptoms with the actual incidences derived from patients who have tested positive for these symptoms, in order to estimate the risk of specific diseases and suggest whether or not a visit is necessary. Patients with less than 10% risk were given the recommendation not to contact a physician. Fine’s study involving 48,000 individuals demonstrated a very good correlation between the home score for predicting strep throat and the actual risk of strep throat, which clearly would reduce the number of medical consultations, time, and costs for the health care system [272].

Yardley’s 2010 study supports the suggestion that patients could benefit from conducting the decision support themselves [167]. Patients with minor respiratory problems who used a web-based decision support system provided a “higher level of enablement, higher satisfaction, better understanding of the illness, and a modest effect on reduced consultation rates” [30, 167].

In our anticipated future scenario, the patient might first choose to use a computerised system to “evaluate” the symptoms to determine the actual need for a consultation, and receive tailored advice on self-management of the symptoms. This tailored advice, of course, should make use of the local incidence rate of communicable diseases. Complementarily, symptoms the patients choose to report to the GP will result in tailored computerised advice on self-management, if suitable.

Patient-reported symptoms should be made available to the GP through the EPR system when the consultation starts, as a part of the documentation related to the patient’s problem. These pre-
reported and graded symptoms should then be used as a tool to help the GP and the patient focus their conversation on the problems that are most troublesome for the patient. If the problem needs further investigation after this consultation, the reported symptoms could be repeatedly accessed by the GP. In cases where the GP suspects an infectious disease, the patient’s symptoms should be matched with the local syndromic surveillance results from places the patient has visited recently, in order to assist the GP in the medical decision making. In addition, the GP could receive advice through the EPR system regarding recommended actions [273] and tests [264, 265], solutions and differential diagnoses [90, 274, 275], and medication and management guidance, if necessary [264, 265]. However, care must be taken not to overload the GP with information, even if it is context-based.

The primary care scenario described above would certainly also be relevant for various settings within specialist care.

Future research
In the following suggestion for future research, points 1–3 are meant to be relevant for patients reporting symptoms electronically for various purposes, while point 4 focuses on additional research questions if reported symptoms are also to be used for syndromic surveillance, and point 5 focuses on additional research questions in the case of established e-consultations.

Before the suggested system is implemented, in addition to the possible future research that is suggested in the papers, it would be feasible and useful to design studies that focus on:

1) How symptoms should be reported: What kind of structure or template should be used? Should the reported symptoms be linked to or derived from a standardised code system, such as ICPC or ICD, the WebMD or Mayo Clinic symptom checkers [260, 261], or a mix? The success of others with regard to the use of templates/structure or lack of structure should be investigated as part of this research [20, 21, 95, 255-259].

2) If patients are able to report and rate symptoms: Determine how many patients a) are able to complete the computer-based symptom registration and rating when presented with a user-friendly symptom checklist/tool; b) need assistance, and what kind; and c) drop out because of complicated procedures. Further, it is interesting to determine d) the length of time patients spend on registering the symptoms; e) whether there is a correlation between education and the patient being able to report and rate symptoms, as patient education has been reported to be strongly related to patient disclosure of medical information to the physician [101]; f) whether the proportion of patients requiring assistance increases with increasing age (these findings were revealed in a study where patients responded to 60 symptom items on the computer) [276]; and g) whether the impact of an available resource person among the GPs to keep motivation high and provide user support, training, and teaching [277] influenced their adoption of the system.

3) What are the possible positive effects on health care service: Some of the effects on health care will be related to quality of consultations. As it is believed that the current intervention will influence the communication process, focusing on measurements and findings that reflect changes in communication is of importance. Increased quality might then be defined
as a set of variables or constructs, measureable by quantitative and qualitative methods. Consequently, positive effects on health and health care might be measured with regard to a) the degree to which the patient remembered everything he/she planned to discuss with the GP (patient after consultation); b) the degree to which the patient discussed/brought up all the problems he/she came for (both GPs and patients); and c) the degree to which the problem the patient came for was solved during the consultation (patient after consultation, possibly also the GP). Further, with regard to symptom usefulness, it would be interesting to determine d) the degree to which the symptoms (initially) brought up by the patient indicated the final diagnosis or problem description provided by the GP; e) if the GP received written information, did he/she actively use the written information in the consultation (GP and patients in intervention group), and if so, how useful was the information; and f) how easy was it to understand the patient’s needs; to what degree was the information from the patient clear and to the point (ask GP for patients in both groups). It might also be interesting to investigate g) how and if the use of pre-reported symptoms affects length of consultation/time per consultation, and h) whether pre-consultation symptom reporting has an effect on lab analysis requests and prescriptions. In addition, with regard to consultation quality and general satisfaction, we would want to know i) if pre-consultation symptom reporting leads to higher satisfaction and quality for GPs; j) if pre-consultation symptom reporting leads to higher satisfaction and quality for patients; k) if patient satisfaction differs with regard to age, sex, and educational background, and i) the degree to which satisfaction for patients who visit the GP often differs compared to patients who only visit the GP once in a while. Established instruments should be used as the basis for usability tests [278] and patient satisfaction with the consultation [279-284].

4) **Issues around syndromic surveillance:** If reported symptoms are also to be used for syndromic surveillance, then it will be necessary to thoroughly investigate a number of additional issues, including: a) reliability, timeliness, and accuracy compared to other surveillance sources; b) threats to information security in real-time surveillance systems [285, 286]; and c) the usefulness of surveillance information from the local population as a decision tool to estimate the level of risk for a disease during a consultation.

5) **Issues around e-consultations:** If e-consultations have been established, studies should investigate, for example: a) possible resource utilisation of health professionals; as mentioned in the introduction, other studies suggest that as many as one-third or more of face-to-face consultations in primary care could be substituted with e-consultations [20, 21]; b) improved access to clinical care in the form of reduced waiting time or timeliness for patients [115]; c) the effect of using or not using reimbursement of the physician’s time and patients paying fees for the consultation [257].

---

22 The extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified use context.
5 Conclusion

GPs and patients would benefit from a new and better surveillance system. To overcome the time delay associated with using lab results and the possible biases introduced by testing patterns and humans’ treatment-seeking behaviour, a combined surveillance approach that uses both lab results and patient-reported symptoms is suggested. The symptom reporting part of the system would be able to provide timely data that would most probably be reliable enough to detect outbreaks of infectious diseases affecting the population, both locally and nationally. The lab result part of the system would provide confirmations of alerts, with a delay of some days. This lab information would also be useful for improving and correcting the design of the self-learning system based on patients’ reported symptoms.

In addition, patients’ electronic symptom reporting seems to be feasible in health care service delivery, especially within self-management, and partly within consultation support. The electronic symptom reporting, in general, does have a positive impact on outcomes relevant to patients, and to some extent, health professionals and health care systems.

Therefore, my recommendation is to capitalise on the possible synergy between improving the health care service and providing timely syndromic surveillance, as illustrated in Figure 3, through patients reporting their symptoms electronically before their GP consultations. However, further research should be carried out prior to a large-scale implementation of such a service. In addition, I recommend that health care providers promote future self-management services based on best practices.
Appendix A: Reason for overlap between paper 4 and the MedInfo 2010 proceeding.

Ms Monika Alise Johansen
Norwegian Centre for Integrated Care and Telemedicine
University Hospital of North Norway
WHO Collaborating Centre for Telemedicine

Dear Ms Johansen

I am writing to confirm that your paper “Patients as the Primary Information Source for Real-time Surveillance” was selected for consideration as one of the best papers for the 13th World Congress on Medical Informatics, held in South Africa in September 2010. Your paper was one of 18 papers (out of a total 603 submitted to the Congress) which received the highest scores from the reviewers. You are to be congratulated for this achievement.

Yours Sincerely

Professor Johanna Westbrook and Professor Riccardo Belazzi
Co-Chairs, Scientific Program Committee
Table 6 A logistic regression with the proportional odds model, based on the same data as that presented in “Bridging the Gap between Patients’ Expectations and General Practitioners’ Knowledge through Disease Surveillance” [26]

| Model | Variable                        | Coef. | SE   | t     | P>|t| |
|-------|---------------------------------|-------|------|-------|-----|
| 1     | Gender (female 1, male 0)       | 0.25  | 0.12 | 2.12  | 0.034 |
| 2     | Gender (female)                 | 0.24  | 0.12 | 1.95  | 0.051 |
|       | Medical visits (0/1)            | 0.32  | 0.15 | 2.16  | 0.031 |
|       | Location (numeric)              | 0.20  | 0.055| 3.63  | 0.00028 |
| 3     | Gender (female)                 | 0.23  | 0.12 | 1.91  | 0.056 |
|       | Medical visits (0/1)            | 0.33  | 0.15 | 2.16  | 0.031 |
|       | Location: minor city (ref. city)| 0.23  | 0.16 | 1.41  | 0.16  |
|       | Location: village (ref. city)   | 0.55  | 0.17 | 3.35  | 0.00082 |
|       | Location: rural (ref. city)     | 0.53  | 0.17 | 3.06  | 0.0022 |

Coef.: regression coefficient; SE: standard error of coefficient; SE = standard derivation (SD)/√(sample size); t: t-value; P>|t|: p-value of a z-test comparing t to a standard normal distribution

Stein Olav Skrøvseth performed a logistic regression with the proportional odds model. According to him, the proportional odds assumption was checked and found to be reasonable.

In model 2, location is coded as 0 (city), 1 (minor city), 2 (village), 3 (rural). In model 3, these are treated as unordered categories, and each is compared to the category "city".

The results are consistent with those in [26], with only minor differences. Notably, the relation with gender is now marginally non-significant, while location is consistently highly significant. Note that the updated regression coefficients in the logistic regression model are not directly comparable to the linear model in [26]. The regression coefficient here is the log-odds for each cumulative step of confidence level for the given covariate. For example, in model 1, a regression coefficient on gender of 0.25 means that the odds ratio is exp(0.25)=1.28, such that women have 1.28 times the odds of "high confidence" relative to all lower categories combined.

In addition, the signs/directions of all relations are unchanged and positive. Positive signs indicate that women have a higher degree of confidence than men, albeit non-significant. In addition, those having visited their GP have higher confidence, and those in rural locations have a higher degree of confidence.

For the full model (model 3) with categorised location, it is now clear that the difference between minor and major city is not significant, and the substantial distinction is between urban areas (city, minor city) and rural areas (village, rural).
Appendix C: Definitions and requirements regarding proper testing for equivalence

According to Julious (2004), a trial can demonstrate superiority, equivalence, non-inferiority, “as good as or better” or bioequivalence [188]. Both non-inferiority trials and equivalence trials usually “compare the investigative therapy to an active control” [188] p. 1946. In addition, “1. One must be confident that the active control would have been different from placebo had one been employed. 2. One should be able to determine that there is no clinically meaningful difference between investigative treatment and the control. 3. Through comparing the investigative treatment to control one should indirectly be able to determine that it is superior to placebo” [188] p. 1938. These requirements are based on several authors’ definitions, including D’Agostino (2003) [190].

**Equivalence** means to “demonstrate that two treatments have no clinically meaningful difference, i.e. that they are clinically equivalent” in terms of clinical difference $d$ [188] p. 1935, Jones (1996) suggests predefining the range of equivalence as an interval from $-\Delta$ to $+\Delta$, and “then simply check whether the confidence interval centred on the observed difference lies entirely between $-\Delta$ and $+\Delta$. If it does, equivalence is demonstrated; if it does not, there is still room for doubt” [189] p. 36.

**Non-inferiority** means to “demonstrate that a given treatment is clinically not inferior compared to another” [188] p. 1946, which requires the authors to “define a margin for when the test group is worse than the control group” [187] p. 2. The margin should be related to what experts find clinically relevant [187]. “Technically, a non-inferiority test is nothing other than a one-sided equivalence test, requiring fewer participants to obtain the same power” [187], p. 2. A non-inferiority test shall test “that the target effect was larger than the non-inferiority margin” [187] p. 4.

“As good as or better” trials first test whether the treatment is clinically not inferior, and if so, they test whether it is clinically superior compared to the control [188] p. 1954.

In **bioequivalence** trials, “the null and alternative hypotheses are similar to those for equivalence studies” [188] p. 1957. However, bioequivalence studies are “conducted to demonstrate that two formulations of a drug have similar bioavailability i.e. that the same amount of drug gets into the body for each formulation” [188] p. 1957.
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